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FOREWORD

The Ontario Geological Survey of the Ministry of 
Natural Resources has mounted a substantial program over 
the past few years to provide new field based descriptive 
data on the geological environment of Archean gold 
deposits; much of this work has been published and further 
reports are in preparation. The substantial data base 
accumulated from this work and that of the other authors 
has allowed comparisons to be made between areas of 
mineralization. Many common geological features can be 
recognized which are indicative of a unique mineralizing 
process. Highly variable, deposit specific, features can 
be considered as local responses to the fundamental 
process. The interrelationships between the various 
geological parameters provide some guidelines to targeting 
areas for investigation and a degree of predictability to 
the expected form and alteration in any specific geological 
environment. The paper is preliminary and its release at 
this stage is intended principally to promote discussion.

V.G. Milne
Director
Ontario Geological Survey
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ABSTRACT

Archean gold deposits occur in many forms, including 
discrete quartz veins, pervasive microveining, sulphidic 
haloes to veins and tabular sulphide disseminations. Host 
lithologies include virtually every rock type of greenstone 
terrains. These differences are superceded in importance 
by other aspects of the geology of the deposits, described 
below, which are generally consistent from one deposit to 
another, thereby indicating the involvement of a single 
fundamental genetic process.

In many documented examples, we can define the 
sequence of events which affected areas of mineralization, 
prior to, during and following the mineralizing event. It 
is critical to note that the episode of mineralization and 
wallrock alteration is relatively late, post-dating 
volcanism, sedimentation, some metamorphism, episodes of 
intrusion and at least one episode of tilting or folding. 
In most instances only minor deformation and limited 
intrusive activity post-dates mineralization and 
alteration. The alteration temporally associated with the 
mineralizing event required introduction of large volumes 
of hydrothermal fluid, in excess of the volume of the 
altered rock. Structurally induced permeability provided 
the main access for the hydrothermal fluids which were 
derived from a source external to the immediate environment 
of deposition.

Gold deposits occur within linear tectonic zones in 
which relatively high strain magnitudes and available 
kinematic indicators attest to shearing in transcurrent or 
thrust systems. These zones contain fault rocks and 
discrete ductile shears as well as relatively undeformed 
megalithons; they are also marked by transposition of 
stratigraphy into rough parallelism with the deformation 
zone. Within the zones, many conduits for fluid flow were 
generated, dependent on variable competency response to 
prevailing strain. The systems were dynamic and evolved to 
produce several forms of permeability and styles of 
mineralization in any one location.

Alteration varies considerably in extent and 
expression primarily as a function of host lithology. 
Carbonatization is most prominent. Preceding and 
synchronous with gold deposition, it is best developed in 
more mafic lithologies where the reactivity of precursor 
mineral assemblages is high. Silicification, sulphidation 
and alkali metasomatism are more directly associated with 
gold deposition and for the most part do not form broad 
alteration haloes. The zonation of alteration is 
consistent between most deposits, but variable in scale.
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Intravolcanic felsic intrusions are present close to 
most deposits, but have variable compostion. This spatial 
association does not necessarily imply a genetic 
association; however these intrusions are temporally 
related to the late plutonic event which terminated the 
Archean. Furthermore deformational response and 
metamorphic-alteration relationships show that gold 
concentration took place during this event.

Fluid inclusion and light stable isotope data, 
compiled from Archean gold deposits throughout the world, 
show a remarkable degree of internal consistency; they 
indicate the involvement of a unique fluid, distinct from 
those involved in the formation of other deposit types. 
The mechanism of gold deposition from the hydrothermal 
fluid involved a combination of factors including: (i) 
supersaturation caused by changing intensive variables, 
(ii) supersaturation through fluid evolution resulting from 
wall rock interaction, (iii) extraction by pre-existing and 
introduced sulphide and carbon species.

The fundamental requirements leading to the generation 
of an Archean gold deposit are (i) source of fluid and 
gold, (ii) a conduit to permit focussed transportation; 
(iii) a mechanism to induce localized deposition and 
concentration of gold. In the depositional environment 
lithology exerted a primary control in the siting of 
mineralization and the expression of alteration; most 
variability results from variable mechanical response to 
deformation of host lithologies and their heterogeneous 
mineralogy. Transportation of fluid and gold was achieved 
through major crustal structures which focussed fluid 
ascent. The source of the unique fluid has not, yet, been 
conclusively established. The major crustal structures 
represent a change in tectonic style temporally related to 
the major event of batholith emplacement which represents 
the termination of the Archean. Fluids and gold were most 
probably derived from either large areas of lower crust 
(undergoing granulitization) or upper mantle as an integral 
part of this period of crustal stabilization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In bedrock (lode) gold mining, Archean terrains 
throughout the world have accounted for gold production 
second only to Early Proterozoic paleoplacers. The Superior 
Province of the Canadian Shield has been the most 
productive of these Archean cratons with a total yield of 
^287 tonnes O170 million oz) of gold from hundreds of 
properties; however, 85% came from 33 mines each of which 
produced in excess of 31.1 tonnes (l million oz). The 
relatively high gold tenor of these ores (approximately 
10 g/tonne or 0.3 oz), linked with increased gold prices 
since 1979, has focussed considerable renewed exploration 
attention on these deposits. The discovery of the major 
new Hemlo deposit in 1981, outcropping beside the Trans 
Canada Highway, has provided further impetus to exploration 
activity such that, for example, record staking levels were 
experienced in the Province of Ontario in 1983.

There was comparatively little systematic research 
into the nature and origin of gold deposits for 30 years 
(1950-1980) when relatively depressed prices created a low 
level of exploration interest. Presently, new research is 
applying new geological understanding and technology but 
must also rely heavily upon previous observations from 
deposits which are no longer accessible; fortunately many 
of these are described thoroughly and systematically in the 
literature (e.g. Structural Geology of Canadian Ore 
Deposits, CIMM Special Volume 1948) . The co-authors of 
this paper are all conducting independent research into 
aspects of gold mineralization in the Shield of Ontario.

There is a basic question in relation to Archean gold 
deposits: is there one fundamental genetic type, or are 
there several types produced by different genetic 
processes? The question, as yet, remains unanswered. The 
principal reason for this problem is that the most 
prominent features of these deposits, ore form and host 
lithology, are highly variable within and between deposits; 
in fact deposits occur within virtually every lithological 
type present in Archean greenstone terrains. These 
characteristics in themselves are the most compelling 
evidence in support of a widely held belief that Archean 
gold deposits are the product at least of multiple stages 
of concentration and probably also of more than one basic 
genetic process.

The ongoing research of the authors has provided new 
evidence which brings this hypothesis into question. The 
strong field emphasis of this research covers the total 
geological setting of each area of mineralization studied 
and has added substantially to the data base. This 
thorough understanding of field relationships has formed
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the basis for rational application of specific laboratory 
techniques. Using this approach, some aspects of all 
deposits studied show strong similarities, specifically age 
and style of alteration, fluid type, structural environment 
and tectonic setting.

Beyond this detailed work there is further evidence 
indicative of a fundamental process of gold concentration 
during the Archean. Figure 3 shows total mined gold in 
relation to probable age of concentration (excluding 
production from early civilizations). Early Proterozoic 
paleoplacers apparently represent sedimentary 
re-concentration of gold from Archean terrains. 
Approximately 65% of the world's mined gold was therefore 
introduced into the developing Archean crust. Only 12* of 
mined gold was recovered from lode deposits formed in the 
remaining 2.5 billion years of the earth's development. 
By contrast, volcanogenic base metal massive sulphides, 
also a major metallogenetic type characteristic of the 
Archean, have equally important representation throughout 
the geological record where volcanic conditions were 
suitable for their formation.

This paper systematically documents the geological 
similarities of numerous gold deposits and shows how they 
may relate to a fundamental mineralizing process. With the 
establishment of possible fundamental controls, the many 
local variations of gold deposits can be explained as 
manifestations of this process, including their highly 
variable form and lithological association. In this 
approach it is essential to draw on the numerous examples 
of the authors' research, both completed and in progress, 
as even a thoroughly studied single deposit alone does not 
exhibit the complete spectrum of features encountered in 
this major mineral deposit type. The model has been 
developed for greenstone-hosted gold deposits and is based 
largely on examples from the Superior Province of Canada.

Given the complexity of geology, no simple model can 
explain all of the varieties found in the gold depositional 
environment. A simplified model is, however, essential to 
establish the common, fundamental or essential components 
of the gold system and separate these from the accessory 
features. A model is presented here for consideration and 
discussion and, if found to stand the test of scrutiny, 
further refinement will be possible.
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II. LITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, FORM AND RELATIVE TIMING OF 
MINERALIZATION

Literature research of Archean lode gold deposits 
throughout the world shows a strong emphasis on the select 
geological parameters, host lithology* and form of 
mineralization. Other geological parameters necessary to 
determine a complete sequence of events, including 
deposition, intrusion, deformation and alteration, are 
rarely documented adequately. Interpretations of genetic 
processes have therefore been commonly made on the basis of 
incomplete geological data. This has led to descriptive 
classification based largely on lithological association 
(Boyle 1979) or genetic classification based on intrusive 
or extrusive/sedimentary association (Hodgson and MacGeehan 
1981). The diversity of lithological association of gold 
mineralization in the Abitibi belt of Ontario (Fig. 4) is 
evident from data compiled by Hodgson (1983a).

The work of the authors has shown that, in many 
instances, conclusions drawn from general descriptions have 
proven invalid when the deposits are subjected to 
comprehensive re-evaluation in the field; these studies 
also demonstrate that it is possible to list a sequence of 
events in which the relative age of gold deposition and 
associated alteration are well defined events.

The purpose of this section is twofold: (1) to provide 
a general description of form and lithological association 
of several gold deposits in the Superior Province; and (2) 
to demonstrate that there is a consistent relative age of 
mineralization which is associated with extensive wallrock 
alteration. In those examples which have been more 
thoroughly studied, the sequence of events can be very 
tightly constrained.

Description of form is made on the basis of the 
geometry of mineralization at three scales. Due to lack of 
adequate terminology, ore shoot is taken as mineralization 
on the smallest scale (10s of centimetres)(AGI 1974); ore 
zone refers to mineralization in the range of 10s of 
metres,and orebody, in the range of kilometres.

Abitibi Subprovince, Northeastern Ontario.

1. The Macassa Mine, in the Kirkland Lake camp, has to date 
produced approximately 93.3 tonnes (3 million ounces) of 
gold (Fig. 5). The main ore host in the mine is a syenite 
intrusive complex, consisting of augite syenite, felsic 
syenite and feldspar-porphyritic syenite. The porphyritic

* All Archean rocks have been metamorphosed to 
sub-greenschist to amphibolite facies. For simplicity, the 
prefix "meta" has been omitted. Exceptions are specifically 
noted.
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syenite occurs as dikes and plugs cutting the other two 
syenites, which are in gradational contact and form an 
elongate body parallel to regional strike trends of the 
surrounding volcanosediraentary rocks and the Kirkland Lake 
Main Break. The syenite complex intrudes a steeply dipping, 
homoclinal sequence of trachytic flows (of similar 
chemistry to the syenites), tuffs and fluvial sediments. 
All lithologies are cut by faults of the Kirkland Lake Main 
Break system and all host gold mineralization.

Gold mineralization occurs with quartz in major and 
subsidiary faults that cross-cut all rock types in the 
mine; however, most of the gold is within the intrusive 
complex. Ore shoots consist of single veins; ore zones 
comprise composite veins, sheeted veins, stockworks and 
breccia zones and form tabular bodies that are 
semi-concordant with the regional strike. On a larger 
scale, encompassing the seven past and present producers in 
the Kirkland Lake camp, the orebodies are generally 
conformable with the regional strike (060 0 -080 0 ) of the 
folded volcanosedimentary rocks and the Kirkland Lake Main 
Break.

The cross-cutting relationships described above can be 
combined with observations of alteration to define the 
relative timing of mineralization. Alteration related to 
mineralization is discernible only within 2 to 10 metres of 
ore-bearing quartz veins and is visible as an intense 
reddening of the host rock; it includes additions of S,
SiO2f and CO2r and variable gains and losses of Na2 o and 
K2O (Kerrich and Watson 1984). Mineralization was 
penecontemporaneous with alteration and some faulting, and
followed earlier events of sedimentation and volcanism, 
regional folding, faulting, and intrusion of the syenite 
complex.

2. The Kerr Addison Mine, on the Larder Lake Break east of 
Kirkland Lake, has produced over 311 tonnes (10 million 
ounces) of gold to date. One major ore host in this deposit 
is "green carbonate", which is highly carbonatized and 
sericitized komatiitic flows, as demonstrated by relict 
spinifex textures. In addition to the "green carbonate 
ore", gold is mined from albitite dikes and from "flow 
ore", which includes pillowed and massive basaltic flows, 
marine sediments, and syenitic intrusions.

The volcanosedimentary sequence has been deformed, and is 
cut by faults of the Kirkland Lake-Larder 
Lake-Cadillac-Malartic Fault Zone.

Ore shoots in the Kerr Addison Mine consist of 
stockworks, ladder veins, and foliation-parallel and 
foliation-oblique veins. The deposit as a whole is tabular, 
and is concordant with the regional foliation.
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As in the Macassa Mine, a broad sequence of geological 
events is indicated by cross-cutting relationships: early 
ultramafic and mafic volcanism and sedimentation, regional 
deformation, intrusion of syenite, alteration and faulting, 
and late formation of auriferous veins.

3. The Sigma Mine at Val d 1 Or has to date produced over 
93.3 tonnes (3 million ounces) of gold (Fig. 6). The 
predominant ore host is a deformed dioritic plug, which 
intrudes highly foliated andesitic flows and pyroclastic 
rocks. These units are cut by relatively undeformed 
feldspar porphyry dikes and all lithologies are cut by 
sub-vertical ductile shear zones and sub-horizontal tension 
fractures, which are the immediate ore hosts (Fig. 7).

Gold mineralization is largely confined to 
quartz-tourmaline veins. Ore shoots consist of three 
contemporaneous vein systems: sub-vertical veins in the 
sub-vertical shear zones in all lithologies, flat veins in 
the sub-horizontal fractures in all lithologies, and dike 
stringers that are similar to the flat veins but are 
restricted to the feldspar porphyry dikes. Brecciated vein 
and wallrock fragments cemented together with tourmaline 
also form ore zones mainly in the deeper sections of the 
mine. Ore zones are semi-concordant and the orebody is 
largely concordant with the geometry of the early dioritic 
complex.

The sequence of events outlined by these features can 
be combined with characteristics of alteration (Robert and 
Brown 1984) to better define the timing of mineralization. 
Alteration occurs as haloes around all vein sets and 
comprises an early, broader cryptic zone and a 
superimposed, narrower, more intensely altered visible 
zone. Tourmaline, pyrrhotite, pyrite, rutile and ilmenite 
formed in the later, visible alteration event, and gold is 
also interpreted to have been introduced primarily during 
this event. Thus, volcanism, sedimentation, plutonism and 
deformation preceded mineralization, which was 
contemporaneous with alteration.

4. In the Timmins (Porcupine) camp, the Dome Mine is the 
largest present producer, having yielded over 311 tonnes 
(10 million ounces) of gold (Fig. 8). Major ore host 
lithology in the Dome Mine is highly variable, and includes 
variolitic and amygdaloidal tholeiitic pillowed basalts, 
rhyolitic pyroclastics and flows, slates, conglomerates, 
cherts, ankeritic sediments, and quartz-eye porphyries.

The ore shoots consist of foliation-parallel and 
foliation-oblique quartz-carbonate-tourmaline and 
quartz-carbonate-green muscovite veins. The ore zones are 
stockworks of these veins and range from irregular to 
concordant tabular bodies. The ore deposit is
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semi-concordant with the dominant trend of the enclosing 
rocks.

The development of this geology can be summarized as 
mafic volcanism followed by felsic volcanism, 
sedimentation, folding, faulting, and intrusion of the 
porphyries. These rocks were then re-folded and sheared 
prior to alteration and mineralization, in the form of 
veins and pervasive replacement.

5. The Canadian Arrow Mine produced 0.6 tonnes (19 800 oz) 
of gold from a trondhjemite stock which intruded a folded 
sequence of pillowed and massive tholeiitic basalts. Both 
the stock and the basalts are cut by narrow dioritic dikes, 
and all are cut by two faults of unknown displacement.

Ore shoots comprise red, pyritic alteration haloes 
around a late set of quartz veins that fill a set of 
fractures in the trondhjemite and the basalts, sub-parallel 
to the major faults (Fig. 9). Earlier quartz vein sets lack 
visible alteration haloes and are barren. The 
mineralization is confined to the trondhjemite, between the 
two faults, although the fractures and the veins extend 
beyond the faults in both the trondhjemite and the basalts.

Cross-cutting relationships among trondhjemite, 
basalts, diorite dikes and two quartz vein sets, summarized 
on Fig. 10, clearly demonstrate that gold mineralization 
was contemporaneous with alteration, and occurred after 
fracturing and faulting of the intrusion and its folded 
host volcanics.

6. The Detour Lake Mine, located in the most northerly part 
of the Abitibi Subprovince, began a 2500 tonne/day 
operation in August 1983. Host lithologies to 
mineralization include amygdaloidal and variolitic 
tholeiitic basalts, granular and massive felsic intrusive 
(and possibly volcanic) rocks, and an 
actinolite/tremolite-epidote-chlorite-talc schist.

The ore shoots consist of several sets of 
quartz-carbonate-feldspar veins with various trends. The 
ore zone is boudinaged along strike and down dip and is 
concordant to semi-concordant with the regional foliation. 
Gold is found in veins, as either very fine, rarely 
visible, grains or, more commonly, associated with 
sulphides, most commonly chalcopyrite.

Field observations (Marmont 1984a) indicate a complex 
geological history. Volcanism and felsic plutonism were 
followed by a period of ductile deformation, and by a 
brittle deformation that allowed formation of 
quartz-epidote-carbonate and feldspar veins. These early 
vein sets and the schistosity were then folded and cut by
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later quartz-carbonate-sulphide veining, which was repeated 
several times as indicated by "crack and seal" features 
(Fig. 11). Re-opening of boudinaged veins allowed 
emplacement of chalocopyrite and other sulphides as 
stringers across them.

Although gold was present throughout a complex history 
of hydrothermal activity, the late boudinaged 
quartz-carbonate-sulphide veins are the most extensively 
mineralized set. These veins, along with the very late 
auriferous chalcopyrite stringers, constitute the latest 
events in the history of vein formation.

Beardmore-Geraldton Belt, Wabigoon Subprovince, 
Northcentral Ontario.

7. The Hard Rock, MacLeod-Cockshutt and Consolidated Mosher 
Mines in the Geraldton camp together produced about 62.2 
tonnes (2 million ounces) of gold from a series of deposits 
in a supracrustal sequence of wacke, conglomerate, 
siltstone, banded iron formation and basalt. This sequence 
was intruded, during extensive shearing and folding, by 
mafic and later by felsic magmas, dominated by crowded 
albite porphyries (Fig. 12).

Ore shoots comprise quartz-carbonate veins; at least 
two sets cut the albite porphyries. Ore zones are localized 
by structural traps within a deformation zone that is at 
least 3 kilometres wide. These traps include: 50m 
amplitude, Z-shaped folds in banded iron formation; the 
hinge zone of shallowly plunging folds at contacts between 
wacke and albite porphyry, and a folded, brittle quartz 
wacke within a sequence of more ductile wackes (Fig. 13).

The alteration features most closely related to 
mineralization are Fe-carbonate and secondary pyrite, which 
are insignificant constituents of unmineralized rocks 
outside the deformed zones and are conspicuous constituents 
of the deformed rocks that host the gold deposits. Gold is 
not present above background content C^lOppb) in rocks 
lacking pyrite replacement.

Thus, volcanism and sedimentation, folding, faulting, 
mafic intrusion, felsic intrusion and shearing preceded 
alteration, veining and mineralization.

Red Lake Belt, Uchi Subprovince, Northwestern Ontario.

8. The Campbell Red Lake and A.W. White (formerly 
Dickenson) Mines are part of the same orebody and 
collectively have produced, to date, over 233 tonnes (7.5 
million ounces) of gold (Fig. 14). As in the Dome Mine at 
Timmins, host lithology is highly variable in these mines, 
and includes massive and pillowed basalts, felsic
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volcanics, dioritic sills, ultramafic intrusive and 
extrusive units, feldspar-phyric dikes and clastic and 
chemical (Fe-rich) sediments.

Ore shoots consist of pods, pipes, lenses and 
foliation-parallel and foliation-oblique veins. The ore 
zones are semi-concordant with the local foliation and 
usually occur at lithological contacts. These contacts, 
however, do not necessarily represent stratigraphic 
contacts, but may be structural or alteration boundaries. 
The ore deposit is also semi-concordant with the regional 
trend of the folded volcanosedimentary sequence.

The relative age of mineralization in the East South C 
ore zone in the Dickenson Mine is indicated by 
cross-cutting relationships and mineral parageneses 
(Lavigne and Crocket 1983). This tabular, sub-vertical ore 
zone is parallel to a strong foliation and cross-cuts 
highly folded stratigraphy. Some gold is intergrown with 
amphibolite-facies mineral assemblages, and late gold 
occurs in actinolite veinlets which formed during 
retrograde metamorphism. Mineralization, therefore, 
occurred both syn-tectonism and syn- and post-peak 
metamorphism.

Similar observations of relative timing of gold 
mineralization were made at the Redcon Property in the Red 
Lake belt (Andrews and Wallace 1983) and deposits in the 
Mine Centre-Fort Frances area of the Wabigoon Subprovince 
(Poulsen 1983).

In summary, all rock types constituting Archean 
greenstone belts can be host to gold mineralization (Fig. 
4). On a regional scale, there is no single preferred host 
lithology, but in individual deposits, mineralization may 
be predominantly hosted by a single lithological unit.

These characteristics demonstrate, therefore, that 
host lithology is not the sole control on localization of 
gold.

Ore form shows some common characteristics, at various 
scales (Fig. 15):

1. Ore shoots consist of single veins, pods and pipes 
and commonly are discordant with the lithological units 
within which they occur.

2. Ore zones are lenticular, tabular or irregularly 
shaped bodies which comprise composite veins, stockworks 
and brecciated zones. They are commonly semi-concordant 
with the dominant structural trend.
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3. At the ore deposit scale, an elongation concordant, 
or slightly discordant, to the regional lithological and 
structural trends is most common.

Thus, ore form is variable on different scales, and 
the degree of its concordancy with the regional 
litho-structural trends increases with the scale.

Sequences of geological events that have been 
documented in the preceding examples, largely from field 
observations, indicate that gold mineralization occurred 
late; it has commonly been shown to post-date folding of 
the host rock sequences, and can often be demonstrated to 
be closely related temporally with apparently 
penecontemporaneous events of shearing, felsic plutonism, 
metamorphism, and alteration.
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Figure 15: Schematic diagram showing form of 
mineralization on three scales.
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III. SYSTEMATICS OF GOLD DEPOSITS

The examples cited in the previous section 
demonstrate temporal and spatial associations of 
mineralization with extensive alteration, and a spatial 
association of mineralization with shear or fault systems. 
These features suggest that a major, and possibly 
fundamental, process in the formation of the deposits 
involved the flow of large volumes of fluid, derived 
external to the site of mineralization, through 
structurally formed permeable zones. The deformation 
environment is therefore the most fundamental component of 
a gold system and is addressed first.

Ilia. STRUCTURAL SETTING

1. Regional Structural Setting

Individual Archean lode gold deposits commonly occupy 
specific structural features such as fold hinges, shear 
zones or fracture networks, and most gold camps exhibit a 
variety of these structural types. Mine scale structures, 
rather than being random features, are a reflection of 
regional structural patterns and relate to the 
deformational history of the terrain in which they are 
located.

The Archean terrains of Ontario display a variety of 
structural styles and degrees of deformation, but many 
patterns are recurrent. The largest scale structural 
patterns of the Superior Province are subprovinces 
comprising alternately metasedimentary-gneissic and 
granite-greenstone domains (Stockwell 1964). It has long 
been recognized that gold is restricted to the latter 
(Goodwin 1970). Within the granite-greenstone terrains the 
dominant structural pattern is that of amoeboid enclaves of 
supracrustal rocks forming "greenstone belts" of dominantly 
volcanic composition which surround domical batholithic 
complexes containing a variety of granitoid and gneissic 
phases as well as local trains of supracrustal rocks (Fig. 
16). This structural pattern is often attributed to the 
diapiric ascent of the batholithic complexes into the 
supracrustal sequence (Schwerdtner et al. 1979). Strata 
commonly face away from the batholithic complexes and, 
while they are now inclined in steep to vertical attitudes, 
surprisingly low magnitudes of penetrative strain are 
common in many greenstone belts, with the resulting 
preservation of many primary sedimentary and volcanic 
textures. The inward facing of supracrustal sequences 
imparts a grossly synclinal aspect to the structure of the 
greenstone belts. Commonly, however, opposing "limbs" are 
quite dissimilar in composition and one or more 
longitudinal faults (Anhaeusser et al. 1969) now occupythe 
"synclinal" trace. In addition, faults of much greater
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length transect many volcanic enclaves and have a tendency 
to occupy subprovince margins. Both types of faults, also 
known as breaks, have a spatial relationship with gold 
mineralization (Gunning and Ambrose 1937), since they 
coincide grossly with a linear distribution of deposits in 
many gold camps. Their characteristics and significance to 
the structural style of Archean terrains are therefore 
worthy of review.

The longitudinal and subprovince boundary faults are 
better considered as zones of anomalously high deformation 
up to several kilometres in width. As major structural 
features they can be identified by the following criteria:

1) They result in the straightening of structural
patterns in their vicinity (Fig. 17). They commonly 
are subparallel to stratigraphic layering but 
truncation of marker units can be identified at a 
regional scale (a, Fig. 17). The result is 
juxtaposition of diverse rock types on one side of a 
structure with a single, dissimilar one on the 
opposite side.

2) They may be spatially associated with isoclinal folds 
(b, Fig. 17). Together with folds they result in 
anomalous younging relationships with "back-to-back" 
(c, Fig. 17), "front-to-front" (d, Fig. 17) or 
para-conformable facing of lithostratigraphic units on 
either side of the structure (e, Fig. 17). In this 
sense they have the characteristics of tectonic slides 
(Hutton 1979) which are distinguished by a eogenetic 
relationship between folding and faulting.

3) They contain fault rocks: Chloritic and sericitic
schists, phyllonite, mylonite or gouge comprise most 
zones. The width of fault rock development is quite 
variable, ranging from a few metres up to a 
kilometre. The fault rocks have been derived from the 
adjacent stratigraphic package and it is not uncommon 
to find narrow slices of juxtaposed lithologies which 
locally give the false impression that they represent 
a coherent stratigraphic sequence. Such rocks are 
commonly intensely altered with local development of 
carbonate and quartz veins. Intense steep foliation 
is itself folded into asymmetric folds and transected 
by crenulation cleavages.

4) Rock cleavage and lineation are strongly developed in 
rocks adjacent to the faults and, along with adjacent 
folds and straight lithological boundaries, give rise 
to a deformation zone of considerably greater width 
than any single fault. Such deformation zones may be 
confined by two or more anastamosed fault branches 
or may be asymmetrically developed on one side of a
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single fault. The attitudes of foliation and 
lineation in such zones tend to be consistently 
oriented over large distances and may overprint 
existing structures such as large folds, though at the 
small scale they may be compatible with minor folds. 
It must be emphasised that not all fabric development 
in the Superior Province is generated by deformation 
zones: similar types of fabric are well developed in 
and adjacent to batholithic complexes and are 
attributable to diapiric emplacement (Schwerdtner et 
al. 1979).

5) Deformation zones commonly contain or are spatially 
close to lithological packages that include 
sedimentary rocks of alluvial-fluvial origin, alkalic 
volcanic rocks and felsic plutons, suggesting that a 
precursor to the present deformation zone may have 
influenced the deposition of these units. These 
packages lie with demonstrably angular unconformity 
(f, Fig. 17) on pre-existing komatiitic, tholeiitic 
and calc-alkaline volcanic sequences which form a 
large volume of the greenstone belts. They also 
record a large component of the observed deformational 
features, demonstrating that the deformation zones are 
late-Archean features.

It is very clear that most of Ontario's major gold 
camps (Timmins, Kirkland Lake, Red Lake, Beardmore- 
Geraldton, Hemlo) conform in structural style to the 
deformation zones described above. From this point of 
view, these gold camps and several smaller camps are 
structurally anomalous. The genetic significance of 
these observations is unclear in isolation from other 
factors but several implications emerge.

The deformation zones and their associated minor 
structures transect the youngest stratigraphic elements in 
all terrains. They therefore must have been active at a 
very late stage of tectonic development and may be late 
Archean in age. Alternatively, the deformation may span 
the period from the sedimentary and volcanic accumulation 
of the Archean supracrustal pile through to the 
Proterozoic. For example, Jensen and Langford (1983) 
suggest that the Kirkland Lake and Larder Lake 'Breaks', 
that are closely associated with gold mineralization in the 
Abitibi subprovince, may in part be syn-volcanic growth 
faults. Linear units of polymictic conglomerates 
unconformably overlying the lower parts of the Archean 
supracrustal pile may be fluvial in origin, related to 
rapid uplift and subsidence of adjacent blocks (Hyde 1980, 
Dimroth and Rocheleau 1979) and possibly related to fault 
scarp erosion equivalent to that seen today in Death Valley 
(Macdonald and Lavigne, in preparation).
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The mineralizing event may constitute only one segment 
of such a considerable period of deformation. However, the 
vein deposits of the Archean gold camps are themselves 
features of the latest deformation, regardless of a local 
or external source of metal.

Shear displacements accompanied development of 
deformation zones. In some cases these involved reverse 
fault components and in others they were largely 
transcurrent. The absolute magnitude of these 
displacements remains an unsolved problem in Archean 
geology. Shear displacements by their very nature, 
however, result in rotational strain histories in the rocks 
which they affect and readily provide the dilational 
features which can be observed in so many gold deposits.

Major faults have been recognized since the earliest 
mapping in the Superior province. A recent compilation of 
these faults (see Fig. 49) reveals a degree of regularity 
in orientation and displacement sense on a province wide 
basis. West of the Kapuskasing structure, major east-west 
faults with dextral displacement components are dominant 
and somewhat shorter, northeasterly striking sinistral 
conjugates are also developed. Faults in the Abitibi belt 
to the east of the Kapuskasing structure have a pattern 
which is a mirror image to this. Not all of these 
structures are directly relatable to gold at a regional 
scale, but they, along with similar structures in gold 
districts, demonstrate a large scale control on their 
development at a late stage of Archean tectonic evolution.

It is implicit that mine scale structural sites for 
gold are to be expected within a deformation zone (Fig. 
17). Mapping of gradients in strain (cleavage, aspect 
ratios of strain markers, etc.) is a feasible way of 
defining the zones to optimise selection of exploration 
targets. It is necessary to document the structural 
geometry in such zones is order to interpret deposit scale 
structures such as potential orientation of fractures and 
plunge of ore shoots. The deformation zones, as opposed to 
the discrete faults which are components of such zones, 
should be important features in both descriptive and 
genetic models for lode gold deposits.

2. Local Structural Setting

Previous sections of this paper (see Lithological 
Associations and Form, and Regional Structural Setting) 
have documented a consistent occurrence of Archean gold 
deposits within deformation zones. Later sections (see 
Alteration) demonstrate that this mineralization was 
accomplished by the passage of large volumes of fluid 
through the host rocks. Evidence presented elsewhere (see 
Alteration) also indicates that the deposits formed at
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considerable depth (2-9 km) and were synchronous with, or 
closely followed, regional metamorphism. Therefore, primary 
permeability in rocks such as volcanic breccias or clastic 
sediments would have been much reduced due to sealing of 
pore space during recrystallization. Rock permeability is 
normally a measure of the amount of interconnected pore 
space. In fractured rock, however, the contribution of 
interconnected pore space to bulk rock permeability becomes 
negligible (Snow 1968), and the bulk permeability is of the 
same order of magnitude as that of a pile of gravel (Fig. 
18), which is several orders of magnitude greater than the 
permeabilities of ocean crust, granite, or mafic-ultramafic 
intrusions (Freese and Cherry 1979, Brace 1980, Macdonald 
1983). These features suggest that locally induced 
permeability, largely created by fracturing within the 
deformation zones, was a significant aspect of the gold 
mineralizing process.

Within and near these deformation zones, permeability 
is the result of structural anisotropies such as foliation, 
zones of tension in heterogeneous rock packages with high 
ductility contrast, and hydrofracturing. Permeability is 
manifested in a variety of geometries, forms and styles, as 
a result of variations in parameters such as stress, 
strain rate, temperature, pressure, host lithology and 
fluid pressure. The result may be distinct, fissure-filling 
veins in a variety of orientations, or more diffuse zones 
of mineralization. An understanding of the nature of this 
permeability helps to predict orebody location and 
orientation, and necessitates structural analysis to 
appreciate the form of a deformation zone.

A fundamental component of deformation-induced 
permeability is that it is only present in a dynamic 
system. Within zones of tension, continual fluid flow is 
aided by deformation. In a static environment, where a 
fracture exists, precipitation of gangue minerals to form a 
vein is a self-sealing process unless fluid overpressures 
develop. Only renewed deformation can reopen the fracture 
for continued introduction of fluid. The commonly observed 
crack-seal vein textures in lode gold deposits suggest that 
protracted deformation accompanied mineralization. In 
addition, many gold deposits contain several auriferous 
vein sets, each subsequent set cutting and displacing older 
vein sets. For example, at Geraldton at least three 
auriferous vein sets are recognized (Horwood and Pye 1951); 
each set occupies a discrete structural setting and is 
representative of its own stress field prior to brittle 
failure permitting influx of hydrothermal fluid.

In many gold camps, regional folding precedes the 
mineralizing event, as described (see Lithological 
Association and Form) in the Geraldton (Pye 1951, Horwood 
and Pye 1951), Timmins (Dunbar 1948), Kirkland Lake (Ward
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et al. 1948), Larder Lake (Buffam and Allen 1948, Baker et 
al. 1957) and Val d'Or (Wilson 1948, Robert and Brown 1984) 
camps. The onset of mineralization is characterized by the 
introduction of hydrothermal fluids, which cause 
alteration, and the formation of Fe-bearing carbonates (see 
Alteration). Typically, the discordant to locally 
concordant carbonate bodies or 'veins' are not simple 
fissure-fillings, but form in zones of ductile deformation, 
where fluid access was parallel to cleavage and may have 
initiated retrogressive metamorphism and strain softening 
(Beach 1980). In some deposits this alteration renders a 
unit more rigid and susceptible to later brittle failure, 
e.g. the Buffalo Ankerite Mine, Timmins (Fyon 1984) and the 
Omega Mine, Larder Lake (Thomson 1948). Any rock, from 
ultramafic to felsic, appears to be susceptible to 
carbonate alteration in the early ductile deformation 
zones.

The following examples describe the forms of induced 
permeability, and hence zones of mineralization, that would 
occur under some simplified, end member conditions where 
specific controlling variables, such as style of 
deformation (brittle or ductile), lithological 
heterogeneity, and pressure-temperature regime, 
predominate.

(i) Brittle Deformation - Homogeneous Medium

Brittle deformation results in fractures and faults in 
narrow zones of high strain, accompanied by cataclastic 
destruction of the rocks and the formation of fault 
breccias and gouge zones. Permeability is created by 
slippage along irregular fracture and fault surfaces, by 
brecciation and by opening of tension gashes; 
mineralization is fault- and fracture-hosted.

The syenite-hosted deposits of the Kirkland Lake camp 
are examples of mineralization in a dominantly brittle 
deformation zone. Gold is hosted by lens-shaped quartz 
veins, irregularly displaced along fault traces and 
separated by barren zones in which compression prevented 
fluid access, resulting in pinch and swell structures. 
Associated with the vertical movement along these faults 
are sub-horizontal tension gashes, the result of friction 
along the fault zone. Breccia zones are also common in this 
camp, and result from faulting and hydrofracturing.

Some ductile deformation has also been recognized at 
Kirkland Lake, where the host syenite is locally schistose.

(ii) Brittle Deformation - Inhomogeneous Medium

Within a dynamic deformation zone, interdigitated 
lithological units of variable ductility focus zones of
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tension and compression as a result of rotation and brittle 
failure of the more rigid lithologies. Thus, adjacent 
units, with widely differing physical properties, may show 
different degrees of deformation, which are accommodated by 
space generation, i.e. tension fractures which may become 
the locus of focussed fluid flow.

Two examples of this deformation style occur in the 
Geraldton camp: the North Zone, hosted by a Z-folded banded 
iron formation within a more ductile wacke, where veins are 
confined to the iron formation; and the F Zone (Fig. 19), 
the largest orebody in the camp (10 million tonnes at 4.25 
g/t), confined to a carbonatized albite porphyry intrusion 
within the same wacke sequence, in the hinge of an antiform 
(Macdonald 1984a) .

(iii) Ductile Deformation

Ductile deformation proceeds without rupture of the 
deforming rocks, and open fissures do not form. Rather, 
permeability is created by the generation of penetrative 
fabrics and intergranular space during recrystallization. 
Fluid flow is focussed along the fabrics and therefore will 
generate widespread, more disseminated alteration and 
mineralization, rather than fissure-filling vein systems. 
Under conditions of elevated temperature and pressure, 
where ductile deformation may be more prevalent than 
brittle deformation (e.g. parts of the Red Lake camp, as 
described by Durocher and Hugon 1983 and Lavigne and 
Crocket 1983 ), ductility contrasts may be reduced. Hence, 
heterogeneities in lithologies may have less influence on 
the style and distribution of mineralization than in 
regimes of brittle deformation.

Within zones of ductile deformation, which can be 
broad (i.e. the Barton Bay Deformation Zone at Geraldton is 
up to 5 km wide, Buck and Williams 1984), penetrative 
fabrics that develop (Berthe et al. 1979) have systematic 
orientations as a result of progressive increase in 
incremental strain intensity (Ramsay and Graham 1970). 
Typically, strain increases toward the centre of the 
deformation zone, where the C 1 fabric develops in the 
region of greatest strain, superimposed upon earlier S and 
C fabrics.

Mineralization controlled by the development of 
penetrative fabrics during ductile deformation is well 
illustrated in the Geraldton camp. Fig. 20 is a sketch of a 
sheared gabbro within the Bankfield-Tombill Fault Zone at 
Geraldton, demonstrating the progressive increase in strain 
intensity toward the centre and the development of a 
characteristic C' fabric at 30 0 to the C fabric. The bulk
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of the mineralization at Geraldton is found within 500 
metres of the Bankfield-Tombill Fault Zone and is contained 
within bodies parallel to the shear zone boundaries. 
Mineralization within the bodies is controlled by the C 
fabric. Contrasting with the mines near the fault zone, the 
Little Long Lac Mine, l.5 km north of the Bankfield-Tombill 
Fault Zone but still within the Barton Bay Deformation 
Zone,contains mineralization parallel to an S fabric (Fig. 
19).

(iv) Brittle-Ductile Transition

Many mines or camps show a lateral variation in 
control of mineralization style from ductile to brittle 
deformation along structural strike. One of the best 
examples of this brittle-ductile transition is the Red Lake 
camp, where the transition is seen in at least two 
localities. In the extreme southeast of the A.W. White 
(Dickenson) Mine, mineralization in the East South C ore 
zone, in amphibolitic rocks, is dominated by disseminated 
and streaky sulphides impregnated parallel to cleavage in 
sheared mafic volcanics. To the north-northwest, on strike 
with the East South C zone, mineralization is dominated by 
fissure-filling (brittle deformation) veins. Ambient 
metamorphic grade in the zone of brittle deformation is 
greenschist. Similar relationships between form of 
mineralization, deformation style, and metamorphic grade 
were also noted in the zone of mineralizaton hosting the 
Madsen Mine at Red Lake (Durocher and Hugon 1983). At the 
Madsen Mine, in amphibolitic metavolcanics, mineralization 
consists of disseminated sulphides within a zone of ductile 
shear. Along strike within the deformation zone to the 
northeast, zones of brittle deformation containing 
auriferous veins are coincident with greenschist 
metamorphism in the host metavolcanics.

Within individual deposits, the transition in time 
from early ductile shear to later brittle shear, in which 
gold-bearing quartz veins cut older carbonatized host rock, 
is common but not ubiquitous. If ductile deformation 
dominates throughout the mineralizing process, the veins 
and breccias typical of brittle deformation will be absent, 
and the mineralizing fluids will migrate pervasively 
through the rock, parallel to the dominant fabric. Changes 
from ductile to brittle behaviour can result from increases 
in fluid pressure, which enhance brittle behaviour by 
reducing effective normal stress (Stott and Schnieders 
1983, Henderson 1983). Repeated increase, and subsequent 
release by deformation, of fluid pressure could generate 
superimposed ductile and brittle characteristics within a 
single pressure-temperature regime. On a camp scale, 
deformation style may change from ductile to brittle as one 
passes from zones of higher pressure and temperature to
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lower, within the hydrothermal aquifer. As a result, the 
form of deposit within the mineralized zone can vary 
systematically along strike, dependent upon structural 
style.
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Illb. ALTERATION

Appreciation of the patterns and process of 
alteration has both practical value in exploration and 
conceptual value in understanding the hydrothermal regime 
involved. Our studies suggest that alteration associated 
with Archean gold deposits can be described in terms of 
several 'inherent characteristics' and a small set of 
'fundamental variables'. The inherent characteristics are 
repeatedly observed in many deposits occurring in widely 
scattered geographic locations. As such, they are 
considered intrinsic to the processes involved.

1. Inherent Characteristics

1. Alteration occurs internal to greenstone belts and 
not in the surrounding batholiths.

2. On a regional scale the patterns of alteration often 
appear roughly conformable with regional volcanic 
stratigraphy and are spatially related to major 
structures such as profound fault systems. On a more 
detailed scale they are commonly observed to 
cross-cut stratigraphy, affecting many rock types of 
radically different age and lithology.

3. The intensity and scale of alteration vary
proportionally with bulk rock composition, with 
ultramafic and mafic lithologies being much more 
susceptible than intermediate to felsic types.

4. The most characteristic alteration types include
carbonatization, silicification, alkali metasomatism 
and sulphidation. Aluminosilicate assemblages occur 
in some deposits specific to amphibolite grade 
domains. Carbonatization is the most widespread 
effect. However, with increasing proximity to 
mineralization the dominant carbonate species change 
from calcite and dolomite (distal) to Fe- and Mg- 
bearing types (proximal), depending on the 
lithological host. This is concomitant with 
increasing intensity of rock replacement. 
Silicification, alkali metasomatism and sulphidation 
are typically found in close spatial association with 
mineralization.

5. Alteration is chemically expressed by the addition of 
large quantities of CO2 and K together with the 
introduction and/or remobilization of significant 
quantities of Si, S and Na. This chemical signature 
is basic to all deposits and shows a high degree of 
independence from host lithological controls. 
Accompanying trace element enrichments include As, W, 
Mo, Sb and of lesser importance Te, Se, Bi, Cr, B
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and Ba. The relative abundances of these trace 
elements vary significantly between deposits.

6. While the major element additions show a high degree 
of independence from litholigical variability, 
original lithology does influence their mineralogical 
expression. The resulting alteration assemblages are 
very regular between deposits and are therefore 
highly predictable.

7. Deduced temporal relationships suggest that in many
camps gold mineralization was preceded by widespread, 
intense Fe-carbonatization and closely accompanied in 
space and time by subsequent, localized 
silicification, alkali metasomatism and 
sulphidation. This may be taken to indicate an 
evolving hydrothermal system, initially CO2-dominated 
and later CO2*H2o""Clominated, with gold precipitation 
most significant in the latter.

8. As discussed by Kerrich and Hodder (1982), alteration 
associated with gold deposits is mineralogically and 
geochemically distinct from that associated with 
synvolcanic, massive, base metal sulphide deposits. 
It has been documented that gold-related alteration 
is later and often superimposed on alteration related 
to synvolcanic seawater systems (e.g. Gorman et al. 
1981, Kerrich and Walker 1981, Fyon et al. 1983a, 
Andrews and Wallace 1983, Kishida and Kerrich 1984).

9. In many cases it has been documented through field 
and petrographic relationships that regional 
deformation events both preceded and accompanied the 
establishment of gold-related alteration (e.g. 
Horwood 1945, Boyle 1979, Andrews and Wallace 1983, 
Macdonald 1983 , Cherry 1983, Phillips et al. 1984). 
Detailed structural analyses demonstrate that during 
alteration and gold precipitation, permeability was 
mainly (though not exclusively) structurally induced 
(e.g. Allison and Kerrich 1979, Robert et al. 1983, 
Daigneault et al. 1983, Lavigne 1983, Hugon and 
Schwerdtner 1984).

10. The relationships between gold-associated alteration 
and regional metamorphic assemblages indicate that 
alteration was either synchronous with and/or 
slightly post-dated the regional metamorphic peak. 
In many cases the metamorphism is described as 
dominantly thermal in nature and related to the 
nearby emplacement of large granite batholiths (e.g. 
Boyle 1961, Padgham 1979, Jolly 1980, Andrews and 
Wallace 1983).
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11. While most known deposits are now hosted in rocks of 
middle to upper greenschist grade important deposits 
also occur in amphibolite grade domains.

The relationships between gold-related alteration, 
regional metamorphic assemblages and structures, imply that 
the gold-related alteration was generated late in the 
geological development of greenstone belts; that is, the 
alteration events appear to have significantly post-dated 
construction of the volcanic sequences.

The extent and intensity of alteration which 
typically accompanies large gold deposits indicate that the 
hydrothermal regime was characterized by the introduction 
of large quantities of heated fluids derived from a source 
external to the immediate environment of precipitation. 
The pronounced alteration/chemical signature consistent 
between all deposits suggests that a unique fluid was 
involved, such that the fluid itself should be considered 
an 'inherent characteristic 1 .

The amount of fluid typically involved in large 
mineralizing systems can be demonstrated by a simple 
calculation based on the amount of vein quartz mined from 
the Hollinger-Mclntyre-Coniaurum deposit system in the 
Timmins camp. These mines have produced approximately a 
kiloton of gold at an average grade of approximately 
10 g/tonne (Ferguson et al. 1968) and, in the process, have 
milled approximately 4 x 1013 g of vein quartz. Assuming 
that the events responsible for transport and deposition of 
vein quartz and gold were related and that prevailing 
conditions (Okb, ^00 0 C) allowed for a solubility of 
quartz at about 0.5 wt.% (Holland and Malinin 1979), that 
amount of vein quartz would require about 8 x 1015 g of 
water as a solvent. This amount of water is approximately 
equivalent to that which flows over Niagara Falls in just 
under 16 days.

2. Fundamental Variables

Significant variability in style, intensity and 
distribution of alteration is considered in terms of three 
main, interrelated parameters:

(i) Lithology: the relationship between precursor
mineral assemblages, alteration style and products, 

(ii) P-T Conditions: the relationship between metamorphic
grade of the host rocks, the hydrothermal regime and
the alteration assemblages stabilized, 

(iii) Alteration-Permeability: the relationship between
alteration and structurally induced permeability.
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While these variables are discussed independently 
they are by nature highly interdependent. Since 
'lithology 1 exerts a strong influence on the other two it 
is clearly the most important variable affecting 
alteration.

(i) Lithology (greenschist domains)

a. Mafic and Ultramafic Igneous Rocks; Alteration in 
mafic and ultramafic host rocks is typically widespread 
relative to the extent of mineralization. While the 
distribution and pattern of alteration are often spatially 
related to structural features of both regional and local 
scale, it typically encompasses significant volumes of 
relatively undeformed rock in adjacent areas. The 
alteration varies considerably in extent. In some cases, 
for example as documented in Timmins (Whitehead et al. 
1981, Fyon and Crocket 1981), Red Lake (Pirie 1981, Andrews 
and Wallace 1983) and the Golden Mile, Kalgoorlie (Bartram 
and McCall 1970, Travis et al. 1971), tens to hundreds of 
cubic kilometres of rock are involved. In many cases only 
a few cubic metres have been affected (for example see Fyon 
and Crocket 1981). In general, the extent of alteration is 
a reflection of the size and intensity of hydrothermal 
activity and in a gross sense reflects the relative 
potential of ore concentration.

The alteration typically involves extensive or 
complete replacement of the rock matrix, indicating that 
the constituent mineralogy was highly unstable and reactive 
with respect to the infiltrating hydrothermal fluids. To 
accomplish such intense replacement requires that fluid 
penetration of the rock matrix was pervasive along all 
grain boundaries and microfractures. The replacement 
process itself undoubtedly contributed significantly to the 
creation of new permeability in the form of interconnected 
pore spaces.

In the case of mafic lithologies, the mineralogical 
precursors include actinolite, plagioclase (often albite), 
chlorite, epidote, calcite and quartz, the generation of 
which have been attributed to a combination of synvolcanic, 
seawater alteration and regional dynamothermal metamorphism 
(e.g. Jolly 1978, 1980, Beaty 1980, Fyon and Crocket 1981, 
Andrews and Wallace 1983). As summarized on Table l, the 
most typical alteration phases include ferroan carbonates, 
calcite, white mica, albite, chlorite, quartz and 
sulfides. These mineralogical transformations involve 
substantial input of CO2, K, Si and S (in some cases the 
latter two may be residually enriched) and significant loss 
of Mg, Ca and Na, although the behaviour of the latter 
group is somewhat variable as recorded by different 
authors. Fe, Mg and Ca necessary for the generation of
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Fe-carbonates, silicate and sulfide phases are most 
probably derived from precursor ferromagnesian minerals 
such as actinolite and chlorite (e.g. Bartram and McCall 
1970, Phillips et al. 1981, Fyfe and Kerrich 1984). The 
occurrence in some areas of massive, ferroan dolomite veins 
(e.g. Andrews and Wallace 1983) indicates that in certain 
cases Fe was a mobile component and introduced from an 
external source.

From Table l and Fig. 21, it is evident that 
consistent changes in alteration assemblages occur with 
distance from the actual deposits. In large scale 
alteration zones such as exist at the Timmins, Red Lake and 
Golden Mile camps, calcite, occurring primarily as open 
space fillings, gives expression to a regional scale 
carbonatization. More localized around the deposits 
ferroan carbonate species predominate, sometimes occurring 
as veins but for the most part causing intense replacement 
of the rock. At the ore zone scale the diagnostic 
alteration phases include ferroan carbonates, quartz, 
muscovite, biotite and sulphides (mainly pyrite, pyrrhotite 
and arsenopyrite). Additional, less common expressions of 
K-alteration at this scale include K-feldspars and micas 
rich in Gr, V and Ba (Whitmore et al. 1946, Tihor and 
Crocket 1978, and this report). Tourmaline, stibnite, 
scheelite and ilmenite-rutile are often present but rather 
sporadic in abundance and occurrence (e.g. Robert and Brown 
1984). In most cases gold concentrations occur in direct 
association with quartz and sulphides where these minerals 
are present as vein constituents or zones of replacement. 
Otherwise, carbonate veins and carbonate, white 
mica-bearing rocks are not ore grade.

The intense replacement typically observed in the 
mafic lithologies imparts an obvious discoloration to the 
rocks which is particularly evident on weathered outcrop 
surfaces (Fig. 22). Fe-carbonatization imparts a light, 
rusty brown discolouration whereas K-alteration and 
silicification cause a distinct bleaching effect.

Ultramafic lithologies exhibit pervasive replacement 
to assemblages comprising talc, dolomite, quartz, magnesite 
and green mica (sometimes Cr-rich), the relative abundances 
of which depend on the original bulk composition of the 
rock (peridotite or komatiite) and the intensity of 
alteration (Table 1). For example, Fyon et al. (1983c) 
demonstrate that in the Timmins camp, talc-bearing 
assemblages are diagnostic of weakly altered rocks whereas 
quartz-magnesite assemblage are most abundant in intensely 
altered rocks proximal to mineralization (Fig. 21).

In general mafic and ultramafic constituents are 
highly susceptible to carbonate replacement relative to the 
more resistent mineralogies of intermediate to felsic rock 
types. This can result in the selective replacement of



TABLE l : ALTERATION ASSEMBLAGES IN MAFIC AND ULTRAMAFIC LITHOLOGIES (selected examples)

CAMP /DEPOSIT AND 
LOCATION

MAFIC LITHOLOGIES

TIMMMINS
Ontario, Canada

LARDER LAKE
Ontario, Canada

RED LAKE
Ontar 10 , Canada

GOLDEN MILE

ULTRAMAFIC LITHOLOGIES

TIMMINS
Ontario, Canada

LARDER LAKE
Ontario, Canada

RED LAKE
Ontario, Canada

, DIAGNOSTIC ALTERATION
Camp Scale Mine Scale

calcite chlorite
Fe-dolomi te
white mica

calcite calcite
chlorite chlorite

white mica

calcite Fe-dolomite
chlorite
white mica
calcite

calcite chlorite 
chlorite white .nica

calcite

talc quartz
calcite dolomite
chlorite chlorite

talc dolomite
calcite 'quartz
chlorite white mi ea

serpentine serpentine
talc
carbonate

PHASES 
Ore Zone Scale

Fe-dolomi te
anker i te
white mica
chlorite
pyrite
calcite

Fe-dolomite
white mica
pyrite
albite
anker i te

quartz
Fe-dolomite
ankerite
white mica
pyr i te
arsenopyrite

quartz
pyrite 
anker i te
sider i te
white mica
calcite
albite

magnesi te
quartz
white mica
chlor i te

dolomi te
magnesite
quartz
Cr-muscovi te
white mica

anker i te
dolomi te
talc
chlor i te

'REFERENCES

Pyke, 1981
Karvinen, 1981
Whitehead et al., 1981
Fyon, et al . , 1982

Tihor, 1978
Tihor and Crocket, 1976
Downes, 1981
Kishida, 1984

MacGeehan and Hodgson,
1982
Lavigne and Crocket, 1983
Andrews and Wallace, 1983
Mathieson and Hodgson,
1984

Bartram and McCall, 1970
Travis et al . , 1971 
Clark, 198B
Golding, 1978

Karvinen, 1981
Fyon and Crocket, 1981
Fyon et al ., 1983c

Tihor and Crocket, 1978
Downes, 1981
Kishida and Kerrich, 1984

MacGeehan and Hodgson,
1981
Rigg and Schercus, 1983

Notes: (1) All the above examples occur within host rocks of greenschist grade.
(2) Only those mineral phases considered to be diagnostic have been listed. ,
(3) Descriptions of muscovite and sericite are listed as 'white mica'.
(4) (Juartz listed above occurs as a component of rock replacement. All of the above named examples also cont- 
tain quartz veins in ore zones.
(5) Ultramafic hosts in the Timmins and Red Lake camps are basaltic komatiite and peridotite in composition, 
respectively.
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Figure 21: Diagrammatic illustration of the 

consistent alteration zonations 

observed around gold deposits hosted in 

mafic and ultramafic lithologies. This 

zonation is applicable from the camp 

scale down to that of an individual, 

mineralized zone. Relative abundances 

of mineral phases are not indicated and 

only diagnostic ones have been 

included.
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Outer limit 
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Figure 22: Quartz-ankerite vein cutting feldspar 
porphyry, Hard Rock Mine, Geraldton. 
Note (a) formation of secondary pyrite 
en echelon around vein; (b) bleaching 
around vein; (c) alteration of feldspar 
to greenschist silicate in zone of 
bleaching.
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particular flow units in a composite volcanic sequence, 
giving rise to discrete, stratabound carbonate horizons 
(Tihor 1978, Downes 1981, Parslow et al. 1981, Fyon et al. 
1983c). Where igneous textures are no longer obvious such 
units have been interpreted as primary, sedimentary 
carbonate. For example, in important preliminary field 
work in the Timmins camp, Karvinen (1978) linked the origin 
of carbonate-rich rock to volcanic, exhalative activity. 
However, the detailed follow-up work by Fyon et al. (1983a) 
and Whitehead et al. (1981) demonstrate that none of this 
material, which constitutes virtually all of the 
Fe-carbonate rich rock in the Timmins area, can be 
considered sedimentary. Sedimentary carbonates have been 
described as an important ore host in the Dome and Aunor 
Mines (Fryer and Hutchinson 1976, Kerrich and Fryer 1979, 
Roberts 1981), however, these units account for only a 
small proportion of the total volume of carbonate-rich 
rocks in the Timmins camp and their interpretation as 
sediments remains controversial. Similar debate involves 
the carbonate-rich units in the Kirkland Lake - Larder Lake 
camp (Thomson 1948, Ridler 1970, 1976, Hyde 1975, Tihor and 
Crocket 1978, Lovell et al. 1984, Hinse 1984). Recent 
studies by Tihor (1978), Downes (1981) and Hamilton (1983) 
interpret relict spinifex textures, trace element patterns 
and structural relationships to indicate that the carbonate 
units represent selectively replaced komatiitic flows.

b. Intermediate to Felsic Lithologies; In contrast to 
maf ic-ultramaf ic lithologies, intense replacement is not 
typical of this group. This is due to the fact that their 
constituent mineralogy comprises mainly quartz and alkali 
feldspars which are resistent to alteration, with only 
limited quantities of the vulnerable mafic minerals. 
Consequently, while extensive alteration is often observed 
in these rock types, the secondary mineral assemblages are 
primarily confined to grain boundaries and interstitial 
voids.

The widespread alteration usually consists of white 
mica, calcite, chlorite and epidote (in .approximate order 
of importance). Chlorite is more abundant in intermediate 
lithologies where it is pseudomorphic after mafic 
precursors. Albite occurs as an important widespread 
constituent, especially in felsic porphyritic bodies; 
however, there is some uncertainty as to whether this 
mineral represents a primary igneous phase or a secondary 
alteration product (Davies and Luhta 1978, Gorman et al. 
1981). In general, not enough information exists to 
ascertain whether this widespread alteration is directly 
related to gold mineralization or to some previous event 
such as regional metamorphism or seawater alteration 
(Gorman et al. 1981) .
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Alteration directly attributable to gold 
mineralization is limited to wallrock environments 
immediately adjacent to veins (Fig. 23). In felsic 
porphyritic rock types this alteration is typically subtle 
and only sometimes manifests as a discrete bleaching 
effect. In most cases it is possible to document only 
slight to moderate increase in modal abundances of 
sulphides (pyrite and pyrrhotite), albite, white mica, 
carbonate and sometimes quartz, relative to that which 
exists in the background assemblages (Table 2, plus Bain 
1933, Gallagher 1940, Thomson 1948, Ferguson 1968). The 
bleaching effect is often attributable to replacement of 
chlorite and epidote by calcite and slight increases in 
abundances of albite and quartz through recrystallization 
of these precursor phases (e.g. Robert and Brown 1984). As 
described by Bain (1933), the generation of sulphides is 
often late in the alteration paragenesis, occurring either 
synchronous with and/or later than the sulphidation 
process.

In the other felsic lithologies, alteration is 
similar to that described above except that albite is 
modally less abundant. Brick red alteration haloes are 
described in syenites of Kirkland Lake (Thomson 1948) and 
well documented in trondhjemite (Canadian Arrow, Cherry 
1983) and granodiorite (Red Lake, this report) where the 
effect is caused by both hematization and K-feldspar 
alteration.

Total replacement of feldspar by white mica is 
occasionally an important mode of alteration observed in 
felsic lithologies and is often best developed where these 
rocks have experienced moderate to intense deformation. 
The resulting quartz-sericite (muscovite) schists are in 
many cases important hosts to gold mineralization (Bain 
1933, Horwood 1945, Pye 1951, 1976, Davies and Luhta 
1978). In such cases, feldspar replacement may have been 
significant to 'strain softening 1 , resulting in 
localization of deformation and thus permeability.

In general the less extensive alteration 
characteristic of this group can be attributed to their 
less reactive mineralogy and more competent response to 
deformation, the latter resulting in brittle failure and 
fracture-focussed fluid flow.

c. Chemical Sediments; In chemical sediments alteration is 
typically localized as enveloping haloes around 
crosscutting quartz veins. The haloes are commonly 
centimetres in width (Figure 24) but can range up to 
several metres (Phillips et al. 1984). As illustrated on 
Table 3 the alteration consists of selective replacement 
of magnetite by sulphides (pyrite, pyrrhotite and 
arsenopyrite) and sometimes carbonate. Silicification at



r -t- *i Trondhjemite 
Ifo&^l Sulphide/hematite 
l l Quartz

Figure 23: Sketch of slab of trondhjemite from the 
Canadian Arrow Mine, showing early, 
barren quartz vein (1) cut by later 
quartz veins (2) that have auriferous 
alteration halos.



TABLE 2 : ALTERATION ASSEMBLAGES IN INTERMEDIATE TO FELSIC LITHOLOGIES (selected examples)

CAMP /DEPOSIT AND 
LOCATION

TIMMINS
Ontario, Canada

RED LAKE ( Howey-Hasaga )
Ontario, Canada

CROW RIVER (Pickle Crow)

GERALDTON
Ontario, Canada

KIRKLAND LAKE
Ontario, Canada

CANADIAN ARROW
(Abitibi belt)
Ontario, Canada

RED LAKE
Ontario, Canada

ROCK TVPE DIAGNOSTIC 
Background

O.FP albite
quartz
white mica
chlorite
calcite
anhydrite
hematite
pyrite

QFP albite
quartz
white mica
carbonate

QFP albite
r quartz

white mica
chlorite

'.'i

QFP albite '^ "' .\
quartz -'
white mica
chlorite ; '
carbonate

Syenite chlorite
dolomi te
calcite
white mica

Monzonite chlorite
calcite
pyr 1 1 e
white mica
hematite

Granodiorite chlorite
epidote
calcite

ALTERATION PHASES REFERENCES 
Ore Zone

white mica ' Davies and Luhta, 1978
dolomite Gorman et al., 1981
pyrite Karvinen, 1981
quartz Bain, 1933
albite

white mica " Horwood, 1945
albite
quartz

quartz Pye, 1976
albite
calcite
pyrrhotite
pyr i te

[ ' white mica Horwood and Pye, 1955
carbonate
chlor i te
quartz
pyr i te

white mica Thomson, 1948
chlorite Ploeger, 1980
pyrite Watson and Kerrich, 1983
hemat 1 1 e

pyrite Cherry, 1983
hematite

white mica Horwood, 1945
quartz Ferguson and Watt,, 1965
calcite Lakind, 1984
chlorite
hematite ,

Notes: (1) All the above examples occur within host rocks of greenschist grade. ' ,
(2) Only those mineral phases considered to be diagnostic have been listed.
(3) Descriptions of muscovite and sericite are listed as 'white"mica'.
(4) Quartz listed above occurs as a component of rock replacement. All of the above examples contain 
quartz veins in ore zones. .
(5) QPF ' intermediate to felsic quartz and/or, feldspar porphyry bodies. ,, v .

TABLE 3 : ALTERATION ASSEMBLAGES IN CHEMICAL SEDIMENTS (selected examples)

CAMP /DEPOSIT AND ROCK TYPE . DIAGNOSTIC ALTERATION PHASES . REFERENCES 
LOCATION , Ore Zone (around quartz veins)" - i

TIMMINS 
Malga) 

Ontar 10 ,

(Carshaw and OFBIF 

Canada

GERALDTON - BEARDMORE OFBIF 
Ontario, Canada

pyrite 
Fe-doloini te ; - 
quartz (silicification)

pyrite 
pyrrhotite 
arsenopyr l te 
Pe-carbonate

Fyon et a

MacDonald 
Horwood a 
Mason and

I., 1983b

, 1983 
nd Pye, 1955 
Mcconnell, 1983

RED LAKE (Uickenson) 
Ontario, Canada

SFBIF 
OFBIF

CROW RIVER (Pickle Crow) CFUIF 
Ontario, Canada OFBIF

pyrr hot i te 
arsenopyr i te 
Fe-dolomi te

Lavigne and Crocket, 1983

Pye, 1976

MOUNT MAGNET 
Western Australia

pyrrhotite Groves et al ., 1984 
Phi Hips et al . , 1984



CARSHAW MINE, TIMMINS

VEIN CUTTING BOP

QUARTZ

MAGNETITE MESOBAND

PYRITE

SILICIFICATION

1 cm

Figure 24: BIF, Carshaw Property, with cross 
cutting quartz-carbonate vein and 
bilaterally symmetrical silicification 
and selective sulphidation of 
magnetite-rich layers in the BIF to 
form pyrite.
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the expense of magnetite, chlorite and carbonate (e.g. Fyon 
et al. 1983b) is less commonly developed. In one case 
(MacLeod-Cockshutt Mine, Geraldton), a 50 metre wide zone 
of Fe-carbonate alteration selectively developed in 
argillaceous interbeds has been documented to occur around 
a zone of mineralized, oxide facies iron formation 
(Macdonald 1983a) .

(ii) P-T Conditions

Alteration associated with gold deposits now hosted 
in amphibolite grade domains is, in many respects, distinct 
from that characteristic of greenschist environments 
(Table 4). Amphibolite grade host rocks typically show 
evidence of moderate to intense ductile formation. In many 
cases the development of alteration, mineralization and 
deformation is spatially coincident, and focussed within 
linear shear zone systems. Proximal to ore zones, the 
regional metamorphic assemblage, which typically includes 
hornblende, plagioclase, epidote, garnet and quartz, 
reverts to one of two distinctive alteration assemblages, 
which are referred to in the following as types l and 2. 
Type l is characterized by the occurrence of Fe-carbonates, 
white mica, biotite, quartz, albite, chlorite and calcite; 
that is, essentially the same assemblage as that described 
for greenschist domains. In this case the alteration 
indicates that a hydrothermal retrograding has occurred 
superimposed upon and post-dating the regional metamorpism.

Type 2 is marked by the occurrence of aluminosilicate 
assemblages, including andalusite, staurolite, garnet, 
cordierite, anthophyllite-cummingtonite, gedrite and 
occasionally chloritoid, all typically developed in 
original mafic lithologies. Secondary minerals occurring 
in close spatial association with ore include biotite, 
white mica, K-feldspar, garnet, calcite and in one case 
diopside and hornblende (Narayanaswami et al. 1960). 
Pyrite, pyrrhotite and arsenopyrite are also important. 
Calcite rather than Fe-dolomite usually occurs as the main 
carbonate species and is found primarily as a vein 
constituent. Carbonate replacement of the host rock 
matrix, typical of the greenschist environment, is severely 
limited.

In outcrop, type 2 alteration does not always produce 
major changes in the appearance of the rock relative to the 
surrounding amphibolite grade host. This is the result of 
a number of factors including (a) the aluminosilicate 
assemblages do not impart drastic colour changes to the 
original rock, (b) the general lack of intense carbonate 
replacement, and (c) alteration features and visual 
indicators such as the presence of quartz veins have been 
rendered more subtle or obliterated due to the 
accompanying, ductile deformation. Rocks of this type may 
contain ore grade mineralization yet visually appear



TABLE 4 : ALTERATION ASSEMBLAGES IN AMPHIBOLITE GRADE LITHOLIGES (selected examples)

REFERENCESCAMP /DEPOSIT AND 
LOCATION

DIAGNOSTIC ALTERATION (METAMORPHIC) PHASES 
Camp to Mine Scale Ore Zone Scale

RED LAKE (Madsen) 
Ontario, Canada

HEMLO
Ontario, Canada

RED LAKE (Dickenson)

DETOUR LAKE 
Ontario, Canada

YELLOWKNIFE 
N.W.T., Canada

KOLAR 
India

RAMAGIRI 
India

andalusite
staurolite
cordierite
garnet
biotite
white mica
cummingtonite

sillimanite
garnet
cordierite
garnet
staurolite
epidote
anthophyllite

hornblende 
biotite 
quartz 
garnet 
chlori toid

hornblende 
feldspar 
quartz 
garnet

hornblende 
feldspar 
quartz 
calcite

hornblende
biotite
cummingtonite
quartz
pyrrhotite
arsenopyrite

hornblende
actinolite
feldspar
epidote
calcite
quartz

pyrite
pyrrhotite
arsenopyrite
quartz
calcite
chlorite
white mica
garnet

K-feldspar
quartz
white mica
molybdenite
pyrite
biotite

andalusite
staurolite
gedrite
anthophyllite
biotite
garnet
quartz
pyrite
pyrrhotite
arsenopyrite

biotite
K-feldspar
quartz
pyrrhotite
pyrite
chalcopyrite
calcite

quartz
white mica
ankerite
chlorite
pyrite
arsenopyrite
albite

hornblende 
diopside 
biotite 
garnet 
calci te

white mica
quartz
chlorite
calcite
pyrite
pyrrhotite
arsenopyrite

Horwood, 1945
Ferguson, 1965
Durocher and Hugon, 1983

Muir, 1982 
Patterson, 1984

Mathieson and Hodgson,
1984
MacGeehan and Hodgson,
1982
Lavigne and Crocket, 1983
Andrews and Wallace, 1983

Marmont, 1984

Boyle, 1961 
Boyle, 1979 
Henderson and Brown, 1966

Narayanaswami et al 
1960

Ghosh et al., 1970

Notes: (1) In all cases, metamorphic precursors include hornblende, plagioclase, quartz plus epidote 
and garnet.
(2) Only those mineral phases considered to be diagnostic have been listed.
(3) Descriptions of muscovite and sericite are listed as 'white mica'.
(4) Quartz listed occurs as a component of rock replacement. All of the above examples also cont 
ain quartz veins in ore zones
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totally uneconomic except for the often subtle presence of 
disseminated sulphides. A case in point is one type of 
gold ore at the Hemlo camp which occurs in intimate 
association with zones of disseminated molybdenite 
(Patterson 1984) .

The development of aluminosilicate assemblages in 
mafic precursors is unusual and could be a result of one or 
a combination of (a) metamorphic upgrading of previously 
altered rocks, (b) alteration of amphibolite grade 
precursors, and (c) high temperature hydrothermal 
conditions.

(iii) Alteration - Permeability

Important relationships exist between alteration, 
metamorphic grade and structurally induced permeability. 
Since various aspects of this subject have been addressed 
elsewhere in this paper, in the following we include only a 
brief summary of points which are particularly relevant to 
the process and expression of alteration.

In a given structural environment the inherent 
competency of a particular lithology is an important factor 
in determining whether it will deform in a dominantly 
brittle or ductile manner. Medium grained, felsic 
intrusive bodies are relatively competent and deform in a 
predominantly brittle manner. This combines with their 
relatively unreactive mineralogy to cause rather localized 
fluid flow, and alteration is restricted to vein margins 
and small scale shear systems. Fine grained mafic and 
ultramafic lithologies are relatively incompetent and 
deform in a predominantly ductile manner. This combines 
with their reactive mineralogy to promote intense, 
pervasive alteration affecting large areas.

Alteration may increase or decrease the inherent 
mechanical strength of the original rock type depending on 
the secondary mineral assemblage produced. For example, 
pervasive replacement of feldspar by white mica in a felsic 
rock type acts to decrease competency. This promotes 
ductile deformation, leading to increased permeability and 
thus pervasive alteration to a quartz-muscovite (sericite) 
schist. Conversely, pervasive carbonatization of a mafic 
rock by ferroan-dolomite, a strong mineral relative to its 
mafic precursors, will increase competency and promote 
subsequent brittle failure.

Due to the high reactivity of rocks within 
greenschist domains, the alteration process contributes 
to permeability generation during primary mineral 
replacement, resulting in the development of large volumes 
of altered rock. Within amphibolite grade domains there is 
a tendency for alteration zones to be more confined,
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occurring mainly within or immediately adjacent to the 
highly permeable environment of shear zones. This implies 
that amphibolite grade metamorphic mineral assemblages are 
less reactive than their greenschist counterparts and thus 
do not contribute significantly to permeability generation.

Concomitant with the pressure-temperature conditions 
of metamorphism, greenschist environments are characterized 
by both brittle and ductile elements of deformation while 
ductile deformation predominates in amphibolite domains. 
In the former, mineralization is controlled primarily by 
brittle components of deformation (veins, breccia systems, 
etc.) whereas in the latter it tends to be more diffuse, 
often occurring in the form of tabular replacement zones 
and disseminations of quartz and/or sulphides. The 
relative proportion of altered to mineralized rock is thus 
very high in greenschist domains and relatively lower in 
amphibolite domains.

3. Summary

The interplay of 'inherent characteristics' and 
'fundamental variables' acts to superimpose local 
pecularities on an otherwise repeated, predictable pattern 
of alteration and mineralization in the environment of 
Archean gold mineralization. It is a significant 
observation that many of the variables described can be 
observed in a single camp, and in some cases a single 
mineralizing system. Detailed studies of such areas reveal 
that these variations do not represent individual deposit 
types generated at different times; rather the geological 
evidence indicates that they are all expressions of a 
single, unique mineralizing event which has manifested in a 
lithologically heterogeneous terrain.
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IIle. FELSIC MAGMATISM

Discussion elsewhere in this paper (see Lithological 
Associations and Form) and by Hodgson (1983) has pointed 
out the anomalous abundance in Archean lode gold deposits 
of felsic intrusive rocks. Marmont (1983) has discussed the 
various explanations for this association, which include 
the magmas being a source of metalliferous fluids, and 
providing heat or conduits for the mineralizing process. 
Regardless of their role in gold mineralization, these 
intrusions mark a significant magmatic and tectonic event 
in the development of the greenstone belts that host the 
gold deposits, and knowledge of their generation, 
emplacement and cooling histories is therefore important in 
understanding the formation of the gold deposits.

Table 5 summarizes known characteristics of intrusive 
rocks in gold deposits in Ontario and Quebec, and in 
Kalgoorlie, Australia. From these data, it is apparent 
that:

1) No single compositional type is associated with the 
gold deposits. Many of the intrusions are granodiorites or 
trondhjemites (Na-rich), but compositions range to K-rich, 
Si-poor syenites and to K-rich, Si-rich granites. This 
compositional variation (Fig. 25) suggests that the magmas 
have been generated from different source rocks, probably 
at different levels in the Archean crust.

2) Many of the intrusions, and particularly those in 
the larger deposits, have been emplaced into major tectonic 
features, such as the Destor-Porcupine Fault Zone (Timmins 
camp) and the Kirkland Lake - Larder Lake - Cadillac - 
Malartic Break (Kirkland Lake - Val d'Or camps). 
These zones of deformation, discussed in a previous 
section, may represent conduits for magma emplacement as 
well as fluid transfer.

3) The magmatic rocks have intrusive relationships 
with all volcanic cycles of the greenstone belts. Chemical 
similarities with adjacent extrusive rocks have been 
interpreted to mean that the volcanics and the intrusions 
were coeval, the latter being feeders for the former. 
However, in some greenstone belts, U-Pb Zircon dates 
(discussed below) indicate a time difference between 
calc-alkaline volcanism and intrusion.

4) The intrusions were emplaced after an earlier 
episode of regional deformation, usually tilting. However, 
the intrusions are cut by shear zones that have fractured 
and brecciated them.
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60

* Bourlamaque (1)

" Lamaque (2-5)

o Porcupine (6-9)

A Kirkland Lake (10, 11)

Geraldton (12)

Red Lake (13)

Figure 25: CIP normative compositions (ab-or-an, ab-or-qz) 
of felsic intrusive rocks associated with gold 
deposits in Ontario and Quebec. Classification 
schemes are from Streckeison (1973) and Barker (1979)
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5) Gold mineralization is spatially associated with 
pre-tectonic intrusions (e.g. the Renabie Mine, Table .5), 
as well as its more common association with syn- to 
post-tectonic intrusions. However, as discussed in the 
section on Absolute Timing, the mineralization is more 
commonly associated with the syn- to post-tectonic bodies.

6) Porphyries, including quartz, quartz-feldspar, and 
feldspar varieties, are common. In some cases, as at the 
Macassa and Sigma Mines, these porphyritic textures are 
unquestionably magmatic. In others, such as the porphyries 
of the Porcupine camp, at Red Lake and at Detour Lake, 
these textures may be of metasomatic or cataclastic 
origin. Magmatic porphyritic textures suggest an hypabyssal 
emplacement, which in turn may indicate that the magmas 
were relatively anhydrous (Hyndman 1981).

7) Gold mineralization occurs commonly as 
quartz-carbonate-sulphide veins and as haloes to such 
veins. Where the intrusive rocks have been highly deformed 
to schists, the mineralization is often concentrated in the 
area of the contact between the country rocks and the 
intrusion but does extend throughout the schistose 
intrusion. Where the intrusive rocks have been fractured in 
discrete zones, with intervening rocks retaining original 
textures, mineralization (veins, haloes to veins, pervasive 
silicification, etc.) occurs in the fractures, generally 
within the intrusion.

These data demonstrate the very common association of 
felsic intrusions with gold deposits. The strongest 
evidence indicates that felsic intrusions are, at least in 
some deposits, a preferred structural and/or chemical site 
for gold deposition. These intrusions post-date volcanism 
and early deformation, and pre-date or are synchronous with 
mineralization.
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Illd. ABSOLUTE TIMING

The abundance of gold throughout geological time 
(Woodall 1979) suggests that two distinct periods can be 
considered as gold epochs (Fig. 3):

1. 3000 m.y. to 2500 m.y., which includes the Archean 
lode gold deposits and the paleoplacer gold in the 
Witwatersrand basin.

2. 500 m.y. to present, which includes Phanerozoic 
deposits and Recent placer accumulation.

The main sources of Archean lode gold production have 
been the Superior and Slave Provinces of the Canadian 
Shield, the Yilgarn and Pilbara blocks of the Western 
Australian craton and the Rhodesian and the Kaapvaal 
cratons of Southern Africa. Information on gold deposits 
in Archean terrains of USSR and China is not readily 
available; minor gold production is recorded from other 
small cratons throughout the world. Figure 26 shows 
approximate ratios of gold production from these cratons 
with Yilgarn to Pilbara 20:1, Rhodesian to Kaapvaal 10:1, 
and Superior to Slave 10:1.

The distinction in the amount of gold produced from 
each terrain coincides with the age difference of the 
cratons. The Pilbara and the Kaapvaal cratons date older 
than 3000 m.y. (Cooper and Dong 1983, Bickle et al. 1983, 
Anhaeusser and Burger 1982), whereas the bulk of the 
Rhodesian craton, the Yilgarn block and the Superior and 
Slave Provinces are younger than 3000 m.y.

It is therefore suggested that gold shows a temporal 
relationship with a specific stage of the Archean 
development (approximately 3000-2500 m.y.); this would 
suggest that a fundamental metallogenetic difference exists 
between this period and the rest of the history of crustal 
formation.

Geochronological information available for most of the 
Archean rocks is primarily based on Rb/Sr, K/Ar and Pb/Pb 
data, but attempts at dating by Sm/Nd, 40^r739Ar and U/Pb 
have also been made; of all the above, U-Pb dating from 
zircon is considered the most precise and accurate 
technique to obtain the age of rock formation. Discrepancy 
and analytical error of the data obtained from other 
methods are too high to obtain a reliable time frame. 
Unfortunately zircon U-Pb geochronology of Archean rocks 
has not been carried out widely and this method has been 
most successfully developed and applied in Canada (Krogh 
1973, 1982a, 1982b; Krogh and Davis 1975). Therefore the 
following discussion is solely based on published zircon 
U-Pb dates from the Superior Province of the Canadian



GOLD IN MAJOR ARCHEAN TERRAINS

Kaapvaal

Slave

CANADIAN SHIELD

[ [ ^ 3000 m.y. 

[ j OOOO m.y.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Figure 26: Approximate ratios of gold production 
from three main Archean terrains. Note 
that total production from the Canadian 
Shield exceeds the combined total of 
the other two cratons.
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Shield, where there is control on accuracy and precision of 
the data.

During the past decade zircon U-Pb dates of a large 
number of the greenstone belts in Ontario have been 
determined by various workers (Fig. 27), mostly in 
conjunction with the Jack Satterly Laboratory, Royal 
Ontario Museum, Toronto (partially sponsored by the Ontario 
Geological Survey).

From these data the following patterns of volcanism, 
plutonism and timing of gold mineralization emerge.

1. Volcanism

The largest number of age determinations have been carried 
out on the felsic, (usually upper) portions of the volcanic 
cycles recognized in each greenstone belt. The data show 
that (Fig. 28):

1. All the greenstone belts of Ontario presently dated 
are younger than 3023 m.y. The oldest volcanic ages 
have been obtained from the Favourable Lake-North 
Spirit Lake belt (3013*10 m.y.)(Nunes and Wood in Pye 
1980).

2. The greenstone belts north of the English River 
Subprovince:
a) contain the whole spectrum of ages ranging from the 
oldest rocks dated (3013*10 m.y.) to cycles with much 
younger ages (younger than 2738 m.y.)
b) show large stratigraphic time intervals between 
their volcanic cycles; for example, in the North 
Spirit Lake belt, there is a 280 m.y. interval 
between the first and the second cycle (Nunes and Wood 
in Pye 1980). In the Uchi-Confederation Lakes belt, 
there is a 165 m.y. interval between the first and the 
second cycle and 56 m.y. between the second and the 
third cycle; an overall span of 221 m.y. for the 
volcanic activity (Nunes and Thurston in Pye 1980).

3. In the greenstone belts south and east of the English 
River Subprovince:
a) no volcanic cycles older than 2755 m.y. have been 
dated, and the range of ages obtained is much more 
limited than in the northwest.
b) the stratigraphic time intervals between the 
volcanic cycles are short; for example, in the Timmins 
camp of the Abitibi belt, there is only 22 m.y. between 
the first and the second cycle and in the Kirkland Lake 
camp of the Abitibi belt, a mere 7 m.y. exists between 
these two stratigraphic positions.
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North Spirit Lake 280 m.y.

221m.y. 2738

Uchi'Confederation Lakes 155 m.y. se my
l II

English River Subprovince__ ___ ___ ___ _____

Timmins ^J^'y '

Kirkland Lake U( y

3013 110 2900 2800 2755 2702
million years

DURATION OF VOLCANISM

Figure 28: Duration of volcanism in various 
greenstone belts of the Superior 
Province, Ontario.
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4. Regardless of the time of commencement of volcanism, 
the volcanic activity ceased in the same time period: 
approximately 2738 m.y. in the northwestern belts, and 
around 2702 m.y. in the central and northeastern belts.

From the above it is apparent that:
a) the belts in the northwest contain older rocks than 
the belts in the northeast of the Shield (in Ontario).
b) the English River metasedimentary-gneissic belt may 
represent a zone on either side of which cessation of 
volcanic activity took place at different times (Krogh 
et al. 1984) .

2. Plutonism

Field relationships and zircon U-Pb dates available 
from numerous felsic plutons allow classification of these 
rocks into two broad categories:

a) pre-tectonic plutons; this includes felsic 
intrusions external to greenstone belts that may be 
considered part of the basement, and the intrabelt 
plutons which are either coeval with various volcanic 
cycles or have been emplaced subsequent to individual 
volcanic episodes.
In the greenstone belts north of the English River 
Subprovince (Fig. 29) the oldest gneissic pluton is 
dated at 2927 m.y. from the North Trout Lake batholith 
in Favourable Lake belt (Nunes and Ayres 1982). In the 
belts south of the English River Subprovince, Turek et 
al. (1984) report a date of 2888 m.y. from the Ragnery 
Mine, Michipicoten belt, to represent basement gneiss.
b) syn- to post-tectonic felsic plutons; these 
include the late deformed and relatively undeformed 
plutons external to greenstone belts and the late 
intrabelt plutons that cross-cut the youngest volcanic 
rocks. They are highly variable in chemistry 
(discussed above) but all show tight age clusters. 
In northwestern Ontario they cluster around 2730-2715 
m.y. and in central and northeastern Ontario, the 
spectrum is from 2695 to 2680 m.y. (possibly to 2665 
m.y.). With the possible exception of late diabasic 
magmatic activity, the emplacement of these felsic 
plutons may indicate the termination of geological 
events in the Archean of the Canadian Shield.

3 .___Gold mineralization

The relative timing of localization of lode gold 
deposits (described above) is clearly a late event in 
the history of formation of the Archean crust. 
Geochronological data from numerous greenstone belts of 
the Superior Province show common features regarding
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Figure 29: Plutonism in various greenstone belts 
in the Superior Province, Ontario (the 
date of 2975 m.y. is obtained from a 
granitic boulder in conglomerate, Nunes 
and Wood, in Pye 1980).
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the absolute age of gold mineralization. The age range 
of the lithologies, any of which can be host to gold, 
is as follows:

1. 2990-2718 m.y. in the Red Lake camp (Corfu et al. 
1984).

2. 2725-2698 in the Kakagi-Rowan Lakes area which 
encompasses the newly discovered Cameron Lake 
deposit (Blackburn and Janes 1983).

3. 2755-2695 m.y. in the Manitou Lake Belt (Blackburn 
and Janes 1983) .

4. 2743-2668 m.y. in the Wawa Belt (Turek et al. 
1984).

5. 2725 - 2685 m.y. in the Abitibi Belt, including 
both the Timmins and Kirkland Lake camps (Pye 
1980).

These data show that the rocks hosting gold 
mineralization exhibit a wide range of ages (Fig. 30). 
However, unless more than one generation of gold 
mineralization is assumed, the maximum age for 
mineralization will be synchronous with or later than the 
youngest host lithology. These youngest host lithologies 
consist of calc-alkalic and alkalic felsic intrusions which 
intrude folded volcano-sedimentary packages; they range in 
age from 2718 to 2665 m.y. Therefore gold mineralization 
is syn- or post:

2718 m.y. in the Red Lake belt,
2698 m.y. in the Kakagi - Rowan Lakes belt,
2695 m.y. in the Manitou Lakes belt,
2668 m.y. in the Wawa belt, and
2685 m.y. in the Abitibi belt,

The younger limit and the duration of mineralization 
have not been determined yet, as few units cross-cut and 
post-date mineralization. In the Abitibi belt for example, 
the Matachewan diabase dikes are post-mineralization. 
These dikes have been dated by Rb/Sr method (Gates and 
Hurley 1973) and yielded an age of 2690 ± 93 m.y. Dating 
of these dikes and similar post-mineralization units in the 
Red Lake camp, using zircon U-Pb method, is in progress 
(Marmont 1983, 1984b) .

While dating of the immediate environment of 
mineralization is at a preliminary stage, these data 
strongly support the late relative timing and indicate that 
gold concentration is:



Red Lake
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Figure 30: Range of dates of host lithologies
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1. post-volcanism,
2. syn- or post-felsic plutonism,
3. a very late event in the history of formation of 

the Archean stratigraphy,
4. possibly a unique time event in Archean crustal 

development and stabilization in individual 
cratonic blocks.
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Ille. FLUID INCLUSION AND LIGHT STABLE ISOTOPIC PROPERTIES 

l._____Fluid Inclusion Studies

Data describing the physical and chemical properties 
of fluid inclusions in Archean lode gold deposits are 
scarce, although many studies have commenced within the 
last five years to enhance understanding of the nature of 
the hydrothermal fluids related to gold mineralization. 
Roedder (1984a,b) provides the best available summaries of 
fluid inclusion data for all types of gold deposits. 
Roedder emphasizes the difficulty of investigating certain 
types of lode gold deposits that have been deformed, 
resulting in complex assemblages of secondary inclusions. 
It is essential to determine through petrographic 
observation which generation of inclusions is related to 
the gold mineralizing event. Summaries of limited fluid 
inclusion data on Archean lode gold deposits in general 
(Foster 1980) and in Western Australia (Groves et al. 1984) 
are available. Few papers on fluid inclusions in Canadian 
deposits are published: Guha et al. (1982) described the 
CO2~r ^ cn inclusions in the Mine Doyon, Quebec; Smith et 
al. (1984), Walsh et al. (1984) and Wood et al. (1984) have 
investigated the Timmins-Porcupine camp, and LaKind (1984) 
studied veins in the Wilraar Mine and a number of prospects 
in the Red Lake camp.

Some of the diagnostic features of fluid inclusions 
from Archean lode gold deposits are compared with other 
deposit types in Table 6. Estimation of the temperature of 
ore formation from fluid inclusion microthermometry is not, 
contrary to belief, the most significant information 
obtained from microthermometric studies of fluid 
inclusions; inspection of Table 6 reveals a wide range in 
homogenization temperature for most deposit types, with 
most results falling between 200 0 and 500 0 C. Low 
temperature microthermometry reveals much information 
regarding the composition and density of accessory gas 
phases, such as CO2 , CH4, etc. as well as the salinity of 
any H2O present. It is these parameters that appear to be 
diagnostic of certain deposit classes. Lode gold deposits
are distinguished by the ubiquitous presence of CO2 ( e *9* 
Roedder 1984a, p. 149, p. 152) which in many Archean 
deposits can be dense (e.g. 0.8 g/cmS at Mt. Charlotte, 
Kalgoorlie; Clark 1980). From Table 6, other deposit types 
(e.g. W, Mo, U) may also exhibit CO2~bearing inclusions, 
however, rarely with the regularity or to the degree shown 
by lode gold deposits. The high density of CO2~bear i ng 
inclusions also causes another feature often exhibited by 
fluid inclusions in Archean lode gold deposits; they 
commonly decrepitate upon heating prior to homogenization. 
Until more data are available, it is not clear whether high 
density CO2 is a common characteristic amongst this type of 
deposit.
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Much debate concerns the syngenetic versus late to 
post-kinematic or synmetamorphic origin for Archean lode 
gold deposits (see for example, Ridler 1970, Hutchinson and 
Burlington 1984, Phillips et al. 1984, Stewart 1984). Many 
studies have thrown light on the chemical nature of lode 
gold deposits when contrasted with exhalative, syngenetic 
volcanogenic massive sulphides. For example, Kerrich and 
Hodder (1982) have described these differences, and 
demonstrated that (a) different groups of elements are 
enriched in the two deposit types, and (b) hydrothermal 
alteration associated with each deposit type differs 
markedly. They also point out that the geometry of the two 
ore types suggests that lode gold deposits formed at 
lithostatic pressures, whereas exhalative massive 
sulphides formed under hydrostatic pressures. Studies of 
fluid inclusions in the two deposit types (Table 6), 
confirm these differences: the CO2-domination of the 
hydrothermal fluids in lode gold deposits contrasts with
H2O-rich fluids in the exhalative environment where fluids 
are dominated by sea water (Spooner and Bray 1977).

While homogenization data range between 400 0 and 200 0 C 
(Table 6) with the bulk between 350 0 and 300 0 C, the actual 
trapping temperature may be higher. For example, at the 
Mt. Charlotte deposit in Kalgoorlie, Clark (1980) estimates 
that fluid inclusions were trapped from the ore-forming 
fluid at approximately 1500 bars between 420 0 and 350 0 C. A 
1500 bar pressure is equivalent to a depth of 5.6km, 
assuming lithostatic load.

Several investigators (e.g. Clark 1980, Phillips and 
Groves 1984, Guha et al. 1982, LaKind 1983, Macdonald and 
Ray 1984) have noted highly variable CO2:H2O ratios in 
coexisting fluid inclusions associated with gold 
mineralization, with some inclusions containing almost 100% 
CO2 * Such fluid associations may be derived in several 
ways including: (i) CO2 derived from metamorphic 
devolatilization co-mingling with H2 O Qf indeterminate 
origin, and (ii) CO2 effervescence from a mixed H2O-CO2 
hydrothermal fluid.

2. Light Stable Isotopic Compositions

Stable isotope measurements used in combination with 
geological and petrographic data can provide useful 
information on mineral deposits and their environment of 
formation. In principle, analysis of mineral isotopic 
compositions can be used to derive information concerning 
thermal regimes of ore precipitation and the nature and 
probable source of fluids involved. The interpretation of 
stable isotope data is based on the fundamental assumption 
that equilibrium isotopic fractionation occurred between 
the mineralizing fluids and precipitating minerals.
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The calculation of temperatures requires the presence 
of at least two co-existing minerals which are in 
isotopic equilibrium.

(i) Carbon Isotopes:

The almost ubiquitous occurrence of hydrothermal 
carbonate minerals in veins and as wallrock replacement 
phases in the gold deposits identifies these minerals as 
important carbon isotope tracer targets. From the carbon 
isotope composition of the mineral, the carbon isotope 
composition and hence the possible source of the carbon in 
the hydrothermal fluid can be inferred. Three recent 
studies of Archean lode gold deposits are by Donnelly et 
al. (1977), Golding and Wilson (1983) and Fyon et al. 
(1983a), and their data are listed in Table 7.

Hydrothermal ferroan dolomite from the Timmins and 
Larder Lake areas represents vein or wallrock replacement 
material. The hydrothermal calcite represents vesicle- 
filling material interpreted to have been fixed in primary 
porosity prior to the intense carbonatization (ferroan 
dolomite) during early sea water alteration (Fyon et al. 
1983).

*/ 
The Australian data range from -4.4 to -8 .7 6* ( PDB) ,

except for replacement ferroan dolomite in the #4 lode, 
Kalgoorlie, which is close to the -3 to -4/^range shown by 
the hydrothermal ferroan dolomites from properties in the 
Timmins area whose stratigraphy does not contain 
carbonaceous sediments. Where carbonatized basalts in the 
Timmins area are interbedded with carbonaceous sediments, 
the 13c of the hydrothermal ferroan dolomite is much 
heavier, averaging -l.s7(PDB).

To address the origin of the hydrothermal carbon, 
bound in replacement and vein ferroan dolomites, consider 
first the Timmins data for properties free of carbonaceous 
sediment. The calculated ^ 13 C for the total dissolved 
carbon in the hydrothermal fluid under the deduced 
relatively oxidizing conditions (graphite absent), neutral 
to slightly acid pH (sericite stable), in the 300 0 -500 0 C 
range is approximately that of the hydrothermal ferroan 
dolomite or slightly heavier, that is -4 to -2 jj. (P DB r 
Ohmoto 1979) .

Presented in Figure 31 are the expected f)13c values 
for carbon derived from various reservoirs which have been 
positively identified in or can be reasonably inferred to 
have existed during the Early Precambrian. Archean 
seawater has been proposed as a source of hydrothermal 
carbon by Fyon and Crocket (1982); however the following 
points argue against this source:



Table 7. Carbon isotopic composition of hydrothermal
dolomite and calcite from Archean gold and nickel 
camps.-—-——————-—————-——-————————-—^————-————.

LOCATION 

Australia

Kalgoorlie Gold
Golden Mile Dolerite 
No. 4 Lode 
Black Shale 

Carbonate In Altered 
Ultramafic Rock 

Kambalda 
Redcross 
Black Swan 
Mt. Windarra 
Mt. Keith

Timmins Camp

Hydrothermal Ferroan Dolomite

Deposits proximal to 
graphitic sediments

Coniaurum
Hallnor
Hollinger
Mcintyre
Pamour #1

Deposits not proximal
to carbonaceous sediments

Aunor
Beaumont
Buffalo Ankerite
Canusa
Carshaw/Malga
Davidson Tisdale
Delnite
Dobell
Duval
Faymar
Kinch
McEnaney
Porcupine Triumph
Vesicle-filling Calcite

Larder Lake Break

Carbonatized Ultramafic 
Flows from Misema River 
Locality

(PDB)

-1.6
-2.4
-0.6
-1.1
-1.7

-3.7
-3.4
-3.1
-3.2
-3.5
-3.1
-2.4
-4.1
-4.1
-3.4
-4.0
-4.2
-4.4
-1.5

RANGE REFERENCE

•5.7
•3.6 ± 0.4 -2.4 to-4.1
•6.5 ± 0.8 -5.5 to-7.5

•6.8
•5.7
•4.4
•8.7
•5.2

-
-
-
-

2
3
1
3

-2

4
-4
-
-

4
3

-4
-
-

—
-
-
-

3
3

4
3
4
5

-4
- 3

.7

.0

.5

.7

.6

.3

.1

.3

.4

.3

.7

.3

.6

.7

.4

.9

.9

to-0.
to- 2 tt

to+0.
to+0
to-

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to

1

-
-
-
-
-
—

—
-
-
-
-

tt

tt

2
2
1
3
2
1
0

3
3
3
2
3
0

4
1
3
4
0

tt

*

*

B

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

9

tt

tt

5
6
1
0
1
0
5

7
2
6
9
4

-4.7+0.2 -4.4 to-5.0

References: 1) Donnelly et al. (1977)
2) Golding and Wilson (1983)
3) Fyon et al. (1983)

(1)
(2) 
(1)

(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1)

(Fyon 
unpub
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1) Sea water recharging into the oceanic crust would be 
stripped of dissolved CO2 bv buffering reactions with 
calcium-aluminosilicates such as clay or zeolite 
minerals (Thompson 1971) to produce dispersed 
calcite. The product of such a seawater recharge 
process in the Timmins area could be manifest by the 
vesicle-filling calcite which has a Sl3c of O to -3/t 
(PDB; Table 7) .

2) The #13c of dissolved Archean sea water is estimated 
to have been approximately O jC ( Schidlowski et al. 
1975), a value heavier than that deduced for the 
hydrothermal fluid which intensely carbonatized the 
rock .

Thus it is unlikely that sea water would evolve into a 
CO2-rich hydrothermal fluid having an appropriate 13c 
composition.

Derivation of hydrothermal carbon by prograde 
decarbonatization reactions has been proposed by Kerrich 
and Fyfe (1981). Such CO2 gas is enriched in 1 3 C by 3 to 
5 y, with respect to the starting material (Sheppard and 
Schwarcz 1970). CO2 9as derived by decarbonatization of 
disseminated calcite, formed during low temperature sea 
water alteration of basalt, would have a 5^3c value of O to 
4-4^, inconsistent with the deduced ^13c of hydrothermal 
fluid. Hydrolysis of marine carbonate also yields a 
CO2-bearing fluid whose ^13c is too heavy.

Carbonaceous sediments are locally abundant in the 
Abitibi greenstone belt and hence serve as a potential 
source of C02; however, reactions required to generate CO2 
from these sediments appear tb produce CO2 which is 
isotopically lighter (-15 to -30yf) than the deduced 
for the hydrothermal fluid.

Mixing of various sources can produce the desired 
for a hybrid hydrothermal fluid; however, the uniformity of 
5l3c for the hydrothermal ferroan dolomites over a broad 
area, regardless of stratigraphic position or gold tenor, 
argues against a fluid mixing model.

The 5l3c of magmatic CO2 ranges from -3 to -l/. (PDB, 
Hoef s 1980) and approximates that of the deduced 
hydrothermal fluid. The 5l3c of magmatic C02 (typically 
-5/J could be shifted to -3/ if a minor amount of methane 
(<lQ mole %) were formed in 'the C-O-H fluid by a redox or 
thermal shift and hence would more closely approximate that 
deduced for t̂ 13c of the hydrothermal fluid. Such a closed 
system reaction initiated by a redox shift is typical of 
magmatic gases issuing from present day fumeroles (c. f. 
Hoef s 1980) .
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Thus, the deduced Sl3c of -2.5 to -4#*for the CO2 from 
which the hydrothermal ferroan dolomites precipitated is 
most consistent with a magmatic reservoir which may have 
undergone a subsequent redox shift to produce a small 
proportion of methane. It must, however, be acknowledged 
that certain mixing processes can produce hydrothermal 
fluids having appropriate carbon isotopic characteristics.

Those hydrothermal dolomites having fc!3c values 
ranging from -3 to lV**(PDB, Table 7) occur in the larger 
deposits where carbonaceous sediments are present. The 
shift to these heavy S 13c values most likely represents a 
more extensive redox equilibria shift in the C-O-H 
hydrothermal fluid, forming methane, induced by the 
presence of the carbonaceous sediments.

The carbon isotopic compositions of the Australian and 
the Misema River (Larder Lake Break) samples are also 
consistent with the derivation of hydrothermal carbon from 
a magmatic reservoir.

(ii) Sulphur Isotopes

The limited number of sulphur isotope measurements 
from Archean lode gold deposits are given in Figure 32. 
With the exception of the Golden Mile data, the Archean 
deposits form a fairly consistent, relatively confined 
grouping with the majority of the &34S values concentrated 
in the range of +1 to +6J&. The Archean data do not form a 
unique group relative to the general field of epigenetic, 
precious metal deposits of different type and age and also 
fall within the broad range defined by most other major 
deposit types.

Given the specific context of the Archean gold 
environment the most likely sources of sulphur, in terms of 
size and availability of reservoirs, include direct 
derivation from magmatic fluids, and leaching of primary 
and secondary sulphide minerals from igneous rocks. The 
geological relationships already outlined discourage 
serious consideration of direct participation of 
hydrothermal, seawater sulphur. Sedimentary sulphate 
reservoirs in the Archean marine environment are so small 
as to be insignificant in the present context.

The above leads to the inference that derivation of 
sulphur in Archean gold systems involved participation of 
either magmatic fluids and/or metamorphic dehydration/ 
degassing of the underlying rock column. When compared to 
sulphide content, the relative paucity of sulphate- 
bearing minerals associated with Archean gold deposits, 
together with the limited variability of the &34S 
(sulphide) data, indicate that, to a first approximation, 
the fluids were dominated by reduced species.
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Figure 32: A compilation of available 8g analyses of 
sulphides directly associated with gold
mineralization from a variety of locations; 
Red Lake (Lavigne 1983); Yellowknife (Wanless 
etal. 1960); Australian deposits (Lambert 
et al. 1984); Jardine-Crevasse (Brookins and 
Brown 1966); Homestake (Rye and Rye 1974); 
Siberian Platform (Zairi et al. 1978); Woods 
Point (Green et al. 1982), Maratoto (Robinson 
and Christie 1980); Broadlands/Wairekei 
(Brown et al. 1975; Kusakabi 1974); general 
fields of major deposit types (Ohmoto and Rye 
1979); field of Archean massive sulphide 
deposits^hatched area (Franklin et al. 1981). 
Numbers and arrows indicate numbers of analyses 
and their means, respectively.
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The systematics of sulphur isotope fractionation 
hydrothermal systems have been reviewed by Ohmoto and 
(1979). Significant fractionations can potentially 
occur (a) at the fluid/sulphur source, (b) during fluid 
migration and transport, and (c) at the site of 
precipitation during rock fluid interaction. Given a 
magmatic and/or metamorphic fluid source the following 
points are relevant:

(1) Sulphur derived from magmatic fluids of variable
SO2XH2S would contribute to a variable ?34s of the 
precipitating sulphides (Ohmoto and Rye 1979).

(2) Sulphur derived from magmatic fluids dominated by 
reduced species and/or leaching of igneous sulphides from 
the rock column would act to constrain the ^34S variability 
of the precipitating sulphides (Ohmoto and Rye 1979).

(3) Experimental work by Grinenko and Grinenko (1972) and 
calculations by Lavigne (1983) suggest that significant 
positive shifts in 634s (up to 5y^J may occur during 
leaching of pre-existing sulphides. The Jj-^S Qf 
pre-existing sulphides in Archean igneous rocks is for the 
most part tightly grouped around O/^H. P. Schwarcz, 
McMaster University, personal communication, 1984).

(4) Fe-sulphides (pyrite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite) 
generated from fluids dominated by reduced species without 
significant oxidation at the site of precipitation would 
exhibit 034s values slightly more positive that that of the 
fluid (e.g. Ridge 1980).

(5) Fe sulphides generated from fluids dominated by 
reduced species with significant oxidation at the site of 
precipitation would exhibit J 34s values considerably more 
negative than that of the fluid (e.g. Ridge 1980).

Given these constraints, the relatively confined 
grouping of the fcbulk of Archean sulphur isotopic data to 
within +1 to +G /e* may be interpreted to suggest the 
involvement of fluids dominated by reduced sulphur species 
(magmatically or metamorphically derived) with only limited 
oxidation accompanying precipitation. A similar conclusion 
was reached by Lambert et al. (1984) for the Australian 
Archean deposits, as included on Figure 32. Lambert et 
al. (1984) attribute the negative values obtained in the 
Golden Mile deposits to significant oxidation of the fluids 
during extensive reaction with rocks at the site of 
deposition. If this interpretation is accurate, the 
accumulation of additional measurement of Archean deposits 
should yield comparable data in the negative field, 
particularly in areas where alteration is intense and 
widespread.
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(iii) Oxygen and Hydrogen Isotopes

Oxygen isotope data have been determined for 31 
individual Archean lode gold deposits located in 9 mining 
districts widely scattered throughout the world. Most of 
these are documented from shield areas in Canada (Fyon et 
al. 1981, Fyfe and Kerrich 1982) and a small number from 
Western Australia (Golding 1982). These data, combined 
with those of Tertiary gold deposits and a small 
representation of Proterozoic, Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
examples, are summarized on Figs. 33 and 34.

In all the Archean deposits the 1&O of the vein 
quartz, volumetrically the most significant gangue 
component accompanying gold mineralization, falls 
consistently in the range of -f 10 to -H6y^(Fig. 33). 
The fll8o-vein quartz values are for the most part 
independent of host rock lithology (there are some 
exceptions to this, for example see Rye and Rye 1974). 
This suggests that in the majority of cases high fluid to 
rock ratios had been established throughout the mineralized 
zone. In addition whole rock and quartz 018O values of the 
immediately adjacent wallrock basalts undergo significant 
positive changes relative to 'fresh rock' towards 
equilibrium with vein quartz. This indicates that: (a) 
veins and their immediate wall rock environments were fluid 
dominated (b) the fluid represented a relatively high 18o 
reservoir and (c) the fluid was introduced from an external 
source, removed from the immediate environment of 
precipitation.

Utilizing experimentally derived mineral-water 
fractionation equations, the mineral isotopic measurements 
combined with temperature data ( isotopically calculated or 
determined independently) are used to determine the 
isotopic characteristics and probable source of the 
fluids. When considering the data discussed below it 
should be noted that the fractionation factors (^s) on 
which the isotope calculations are based are presently 
under review. Utilizing new values for quartz-water, 
albite-water and magnetite water based on recent 
experimental work (Matsuhisa et al. 1979, Matthews and 
Beckinsale 1979, Clayton 1980), would tend to lower 
calculated temperatures and fluid 6 ISO-values based on the 
previously established values of -A . Temperatures 
calculated from mineral pairs (usually a combination of 
vein quartz, chlorite and muscovite) range between 
320-480 0 C and estimates of fluid #18o in equilibrium wj.th 
these phases mostly fall within the range of +S to +12/** 
(Fig. 33). Using the recently suggested values of A these 
values would decrease to within the range of about 
250-375 0 C and *4 to + 10? respectively.
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Compared to the Archean examples, Tertiary deposits 
exhibit distinctly lower ranges for 5 18o~vein quartz, 
calculated temperatures and JlSo-fluid (Figs. 33 and 34). 
The host rocks to these deposits are characteristically 
c O depleted relative to their fresh counterparts and thus 
interacted with a low 18O reservoir. There is almost 
unanimous agreement in the literature that the fluids 
involved in the formation of the Tertiary deposits were 
dominated by meteoric waters, at least in the upper part of 
the crust where ore precipitation occurred.

Hydrogen isotopic data for Archean lode gold deposits 
are extremely scarce; the complexity of fluid inclusion 
populations in minerals associated with gold mineralization 
generally militates against a straightforward 
interpretation. As far as we are aware, the only 
coincident hydrogen and oxygen isotopic data available for 
lode gold deposits are reported from the Macassa Mine, 
Kirkland Lake (Kerrich and Watson 1984). Oxygen and 
hydrogen isotopes for fluids associated with gold ore at 
Macassa fall within the range of data for primary magmatic 
water (Kerrich and Watson 1984, p.1109). Despite the 
obvious implication of the restriction of the isotopic data 
to primary magmatic values, Kerrich and Watson state that 
"These fluids were probably evolved by dehydration 
reactions during accumulation and burial of the volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks" (Kerrich and Watson 1984, p.1127).

Solely hydrogen isotopic data are reported from vein 
quartz from several properties and past producing mines in 
the Timmins camp (Fyon et al. 1981). The data show a wide 
range from approximately *6 to -50^, which may result from 
fluids with variable redox states due to the presence of H2 
or CH4 (Fyon et al. 1983a, p.63).

The ^ISO-fluid values from Archean deposits are 
difficult to interpret without accompanying H isotope 
and fluid inclusion data. As illustrated in Fig. 33, 
the relatively confined values of +S to -H2?.fall beyond 
the generally accepted limits of evolved meteoric waters or 
formation brines (Taylor 1974) and hydrothermally reacted 
seawater (Muehlenbachs and Clayton 1972, Ohmoto et al. 
1976, Pisutha-Hernand and Ohmoto 1983). At best the data 
suggest the possible involvement of magmatic and/or 
metamorphic fluids but do not distinguish between them. 
Primary magmatic fluids are highly constrained within the 
range of +5.S to -i- 10^(Taylor 1974), thus providing an 
obvious and attractive possibility with respect to the data 
illustrated on Fig. 34. The metamorphic alternative is 
isotopically equally attractive but possibly less obvious 
in its derivation and thus requires clarification, as 
follows:
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It is well established that most Archean basalts were 
erupted under submarine conditions. That these rocks 
interacted with large volumes of seawater during early, 
probably synvolcanic, hydrothermal activity is strongly 
suggested by the studies of Beaty (1980), Kerrich et al. 
(1980) and Kerrich and Walker (1981). The result,is that 
the original igneous values of fresh basalt ( 5-8^J have 
been modified to heavier values in the range +S to +12 and 
sometimes higher. It has been shown that pore fluid 
seawater equilibrating with mafic rocks and sediments under 
low to middle greenschist grade conditions (that is, 
subsequent to seawater hydrothermal activity) wij.1 evolve 
from initial somewhat modified values of O to *3^to 
heavier values within the range of +S to +S7 (Magaritz and 
Taylor 1976). Since this system is characterized by very 
low water/rock ratios this exchange will not significantly 
effect the Jl8o values of the host rocks. It has been 
demonstrated that during progressive metamorphism to higher 
grades whole rock Jl8o values of igneous and sedimentary 
rocks remain relatively constant up to P-T conditions 
approaching anatexis (Garlick and Epstein 1967, Taylor and 
Coleman 1968, Shieh and Taylor 1969). These studies also 
show that i"18o values of fluids released during metamorphic 
dehydration are essentially indistinguishable from those of 
the parent rocks.

These data predict therefore that during progressive 
metamorphism, Archean basalts and sediments which have 
experienced early hydrothermal alteration by seawater will 
evolve pore fluids and dehydration fluids with ISO values 
in the range of +S to +12 . This is very close indeed to 
the range of calculated ISO-fluid values illustrated for 
Archean lode gold deposits on Fig. 33.

In summary it can be stated that the oxygen isotope 
data from Archean lode gold deposits are generally 
consistent with the geological and petrographic 
observations discussed earlier; that is, (a) considering 
the number of deposits studied and their widely scattered 
geographic distribution the oxygen isotope data are 
remarkably consistent and confined to surprisingly narrow 
limits. This reinforces the geological observations which 
imply that Archean gold mineralization resulted from a 
unique process, common to all deposits and most likely 
operating on a Shield-wide scale, (b) the main process of 
Au concentration was not directly related to the 
synvolcanic, seawater hydrothermal regime but resulted from 
large scale magmatic degassing and/or metamorphic 
dehydration. Both processes were undoubtedly significant 
during prolific batholith emplacement into the Archean 
crust.
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3. Summary and Inferences

The most notable result of studies of the hydrothermal 
fluids responsible for Archean lode gold deposits, through 
microthermometry of fluid inclusions and analysis of light 
stable isotopes, is the apparent uniformity of inferences 
to be made from the data:

The fluid inclusions in Archean lode gold deposits are 
dominated by the presence of carbon dioxide and water, with 
up to 1001 CO2 inclusions recognized in several deposits. 
Similar fluid inclusion populations have been reported from 
high grade (700-800 0 C, 6-8 Kb), granulite terrains, such as 
the Kapuskasing structure in Ontario (Rundick et al. 1983) 
and granulites in Norway (Konnerup-Madsen 1977). Touret 
(1981) states that CO2~r i cn fluids are ubiquitous in high 
grade metamorphic rocks of any composition, pointing to an 
external control of the composition of the fluid phase 
under granulite conditions. Although most research (e.g. 
Fyon et al. 1984) indicates that the C02 maY be of juvenile 
(i.e. mantle or lower crust) origin based upon C-isotopic 
composition, whether it is derived by metamorphic 
devolatization or by effervescence of a 
magmatically-derived CO2-H2O fluid is equivocal. The 
latter process has been identified in an Archean 
molybdenite deposit at Mink Lake, Ontario (Burrows and 
Spooner 1984). Touret (1981, p. 204) states that, for many 
reasons, the CO2~H2O relationships displayed in the lower 
crustal rocks are related to magmatic hydrothermal 
processes in acid and intermediate magmas.

The high density of CO2 trapped in fluid inclusions 
appears to be a feature restricted to Archean lode gold 
deposits, when compared with W, Mo or U deposits, which may 
also contain CO2 inclusions. We infer that the high 
densities are a function of fluid entrapment at 
considerable depth. Existing data suggest that these 
depths may be as much as 5km or greater.

Light stable isotopic compositions of minerals 
associated with mineralization also suggest introduction of 
components (S,O,C,H) from extraneous sources, although 
whether the components were derived by metamorphic 
devolatilization or by magmatic processes remains 
equivocal.

If the hydrothermal fluids are introducing
mineralization at depths equal to or in excess of 5km, one 
may argue that the magmatic/metamorphic argument becomes 
little more than semantics. If, however, continued 
research indicates that a particular type of magmatic event 
is related closely to mineralization, then lithogeochemical
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analysis of felsic intrusive rocks may prove to be a 
powerful exploration tool.
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Illf. SULPHIDATION, CARBON AND DEPOSITION OF GOLD 

l* Sulphidation

Although gold deposits are seen as intergrowths of 
free gold with quartz and carbonates, much of the gold is 
actually contained in sulphides. For example, Hurst (1935, 
p. Ill) commented that for the Porcupine camp, "From an 
economic standpoint pyritization of the wallrocks is of 
great importance as a large proportion of the gold is 
intimately associated with this sulphide". Similarly, 
Graton et al. (1933, p.13) noted that at the Hollinger 
Mine, "the proportion of the gold (that) occurs 
independently of pyrite is a decidedly subordinate 
proportion of the total". The formation of sulphide haloes 
around gold bodies, which is only one variant of 
alteration, is treated separately herein, because in many 
ways sulphides are the orebody, within which gold is 
unevenly distributed. Sulphidation therefore is a special 
type of alteration, with particular consequences for the 
deposition and distribution of gold.

Sulphide minerals form up to 15% of the wallrock to 
gold veins (e.g. Mcintyre and Moneta Porcupine Mines). 
They increase in volume toward the vein edge, and are 
developed symmetrically about the veins; selvages are less 
than 2m wide and typically are 10 to 20cm wide (Fig. 35). 
The sulphide halo is incongruent with other visible 
alterations in the rock, overlapping or lying within these 
changes.

Pyrite and other sulphides are commonly used as field 
indicators of good ore values. Where sulphides are 
gold-bearing, assay values rise proportionally to the 
volume of sulphides (e.g. Agnico Eagle Mine). There 
commonly also is a zonation of gold values, rising toward 
the vein. Not only does increased sulphide content 
correlate with higher gold content, but sulphides closer to 
the vein are richer in gold than those farther from it. Not 
all sulphide selvages, however, are indicative of gold 
(e.g. Sigma Mine, Robert and Brown 1984). Some become 
barren at depth, although well-developed sulphide is 
present (e.g. Hollinger Mine, Jones 1948). Sulphide 
formation, therefore, appears to be independent of the gold 
content of the hydrothermal fluid, but the prior or 
synchronous formation of the sulphides is important as a 
site control for gold deposition.

Pyrite and arsenopyrite are the sulphides most 
commonly intergrown with gold in gold camps worldwide 
(Schwartz 1944, Fig 36). However, in Archean deposits, 
pyrite and pyrrhotite are the main representatives. Data
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in Hodgson (1983) show an 83^1 correlation between gold and 
pyrite in the Abitibi greenstone belt in Ontario. 
Pyrrhotite (e.g. Sigma and Mcintyre Mines), chalcopyrite 
(e.g. Belmoral and Agnico Eagle Mines), molybdenite (e.g. 
Lake Shore Mine, Hemlo), and sphalerite (e.g. Lamaque and 
Moneta Porcupine Mines) may also show a close spatial 
association with gold.

Pyrite and pyrrhotite show spatial patterns which 
suggest that they are partly alternative phases dependent 
on p-T conditions. For example, at the Mcintyre Mine, 
pyrite is the dominant sulphide in the upper part of the 
orebody and pyrrhotite is the dominant species at depth 
(Langford 1938), and at Mt. Charlotte, the 
pyrite/pyrrhotite ratio increases both upwards in the 
alteration zones and inward toward a pyrite-enriched core 
(Phillips et al. 1981).

From textural evidence, the alteration sulphides can 
be shown to post-date one or more generations of syngenetic 
or metamorphic sulphides in the host rock, e.g. at the 
Erickson (Sketchley et al. 1983) and Sigma (Robert and 
Brown 1984) Mines. In general, gold-bearing sulphides in 
the Porcupine Camp are earlier than the final vein filling, 
which also contain gold (Hurst 1935) . Several phases of 
alteration, in which different sulphides formed, may have 
occurred (Hurst 1935, Fig. 37).

2. Carbon

Gold is notably associated with elemental carbon in 
the host rocks of gold deposits (Fig. 38), whether these 
are black shales or their graphitic counterparts (e.g. the 
Omega Mine, Jenney 1941), or where dispersed carbon occurs 
(e.g. Lake Shore and Moneta Porcupine Mines (Buffam 1948), 
and the Hoyle Pond deposit (Downes et al. 1984)). Richer 
ores (Jones 1948), coarser gold and gold concentration 
(Springer 1984), or limitation of gold distribution 
(Buffam 1948) occurs in contact with the carbon. Close to 
many Archean gold deposits, as in Timmins (Springer 1984) 
and Kambalda (Bavinton and Keays 1978), rocks containing 
pyrite and elemental carbon have collected gold up to 
concentrations of 0.4 ppm, by virtue of the adsorptive 
surface characteristics of the pyrite and the carbon 
(Figs. 39 and 40a) . Although these concentrations are 
within the range of carbonaceous materials, worldwide and 
throughout the stratigraphic column, they are 10 times 
greater than values in black shale environments such as the 
Selwyn Basin. Such values may foreshadow a later, major 
gold episode.
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The physical characteristics of carbon influence its 
behaviour during deformation. This is important in Archean 
gold deposits which, as documented elsewhere in this paper, 
are located in, and have been affected by, zones of 
deformation. Where secondary shear planes cut black 
shales, a more crystalline semi-graphite (i.e. carbon with 
a weak diffraction pattern) is formed, which makes the 
shear zone more visible although the carbon content does 
not change (both black shales and shear zones contain 0.25 
to 5 wt.% carbon, Fig. 40b).

The influence of deformation on the surface properties 
of carbon is demonstrated in the Timmins camp, where rocks 
containing surface-active, partly crystalline graphite 
occur north of the Porcupine-Destor Fault (Fig. 41). When 
mechanically disturbed, these rocks show enhanced 
adsorption on fresh surfaces which causes rapid removal of 
gold from the solutions used commercially to leach free 
gold; less than 1*2; of active ingredients causes 
precipitation of about 7C^ of the gold within minutes. 
Shearing that accompanied gold deposition during the 
Archean may have similarly enhanced the reactivity of the 
carbon, thus further preparing a depositional site, both 
structurally and physiochemically.

Graphite is not preferentially associated with gold, 
as evidenced by numerous barren graphite-rich shear zones 
(Fig. 40b). However, where alteration and vein development 
independently show the action of pervasive fluid flow and a 
superimposed hydrothermal event, gold values at vein 
margins in graphite-bearing rocks rise to an average of 
15 ppm (Fig. 40c). In these cases, the adsorptive and 
reducing characteristics of the graphite induced 
precipitation of free gold, which can be seen growing into 
the vein from graphite flakes at the vein margins. This 
gold is typically coarse, which results in erratic high 
assay values. In this setting, both discordant secondary 
shears and concordant, apparently primary, graphite zones 
may form rich lodes.

Gold values fall off sharply away from vein margins, 
such that background values occur in less than 15m. Mass 
balance calculations indicate that the volume of gold at 
the vein margins cannot be derived by leaching the gold 
content of the pyritiferous black shales. Gold, therefore, 
has been introduced from an external source, and its 
depositional site has been controlled by the mineralogy of 
the host rock and proximity to the fluid conduit.

3. Deposition of Gold

Whatever mechanisms of concentration and transport are 
invoked in gold mineralization, the circumstances of its
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deposition must conform to what is known empirically of its 
association in gold deposits.

Consistent association demonstrates that sulphidation 
was a component in the process of gold precipitation, 
although the limited available solution chemistry data do 
not permit a definitive conclusion as to the principal 
mechanism (or mechanisms) which resulted in selective 
fixation of gold from the hydrothermal fluid. However, 
depositional patterns do not show only a successive 
zonation which might reflect regimes of changing 
temperature and pressure with consequent simple 
crystallization of the appropriate phases.

Textures important to the discussion of the deposition 
of gold are:

(a) gold is free and coarse grained (up to 1-2 mm) when
intergrown with quartz, carbonates and silicates. It 
is commonly coarse grained where sphalerite or carbon 
is present.

(b) gold associated with with pyrite, pyrrhotite, and
arsenopyrite is typically finer grained (X).05mm) and 
contained as droplets within the sulphide minerals.

(c) surface coatings of gold are common on pyrite.

Broad characteristics of the fluid, established in the 
previous section, are that it was subcritical, dilute 
saline, and highly CO2-charged. Gold deposition took place 
over a broad temperature range (200-500 0 C, most commonly 
300-400 0 C) and a broad pressure range Kl-3 kb). 
Precipitation must have been due to changes in the physical 
or chemical state of the fluid, or to immediate interaction 
of the fluid with specific mineralizing species. Pressure 
and temperature decrease in the ascending fluid may grossly 
affect gold solubility, as indicated by the apparent 
decrease in gold content in the deeper levels of many 
deposits (e.g. Hollinger and Sigma Mines). However, there 
is apparently no specific set of P-T conditions at which 
precipitation occurs, as evidenced by the broad ranges of 
recorded temperatures and pressures.

The immediate cause of gold precipitation must 
therefore be due, in part, either to change in the chemical 
state of the fluid such that gold was supersaturated or to 
fixation of gold from an undersaturated fluid. In both 
instances reduction is a critical reaction and both 
mechanisms of deposition were probably operative to 
varying degrees, perhaps induced by sulphide or carbon 
species.
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Chemical sulphidation of precursor iron oxides or 
silicates is a reducing process which occurs over a greater 
extent than gold precipitation itself. This is evidenced 
by the barren sulphide zones at the Hollinger Mine (Jones 
1948). Whether pyrite or pyrrhotite forms, the reaction is 
one of reduction, that will be counterbalanced by an 
oxidation reaction in the fluid and will result in a 
gradually more oxidizing evolution of that fluid. 
Phillips et al. (1981) suggest that at Mt. Charlotte the 
change in wallrock sulphides from pyrrhotite at depth to 
pyrite both higher up and nearer the centre of the body is 
a reflection of this progressive evolution of both wallrock 
and fluid.

Phillips and Groves (1983b) and Seward (1984) have
discussed transport mechanisms and concluded that Au(HS)2 
complexes provide more likely candidates for transporting 
gold than do chloride complexes, because changes of the 
solution chemistry, brought about by reaction, will cause 
precipitation of gold even without changes in temperature 
or pH. The case for deposition from Au(HSf 2 complexes is 
diagrammatically shown on Figure 42.

Thus reaction of these fluids with wallrocks of many 
compositions will bring about mineralogical changes which 
are evident as alteration in the rocks, and will 
simultaneously cause solution changes which induce 
precipitation of gold by exceeding its solubility.

However, the authors do not consider that this 
process is sufficient to wholly explain empirical 
observations about the depositional sites for gold. There 
is an inordinately high correlation of gold with sulphides, 
unexplainable unless it is presumed that simultaneous 
crystallization of sulphides and, in particular, pyrite is 
a necessary step to precipitation of gold. Textural 
evidence (Robert and Brown 1984, Kinkel 1948), however, 
shows that this is not always so. At Sigma Mine (Robert 
and Brown 1984), early pyrrhotite enclosing minor gold is 
followed by growth of hydrothermal pyrite and later by the 
main phase of gold introduction co-eval with pyrrhotite. 
The pre-existing hyrothermal pyrites, however, are the 
principal sites for gold, and have influenced the 
precipitation from solution of gold introduced later. 
This suggests that locally pyrite itself, innately or 
by some induced mechanism, precipitates gold, and that 
this property persists even when pyrite is a passive 
member subject to fluid flow. It also suggests that place 
and not time is the critical factor in this reaction. It 
is more important to bring gold-bearing fluids in contact
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with pyrites, either pre-existing or forming, than it is 
that pyrite should be crystallizing simultaneously from the 
gold-bearing solution.

The essential reaction of gold deposition is 
reduction. Gold grains growing from graphite or carbon at 
vein margins suggest that simple reduction fixes gold at 
such sites (e.g. Owl Creek deposit and Hollinger Mine). 
The same mechanism operates with sulphides and several 
lines of evidence suggest that, once formed, sulphides 
participate actively in scavenging gold. For example, 
Seward (1984) has discussed economic concentrations of gold 
presently being deposited from dilute concentrations of 
gold in hot waters at ambient pressure. In this case, the 
effect of concentration is greatly enhanced by the 
formation of amorphous antimony sulphide precipitates which 
preferentially sequester gold. The antimony sulphides 
occur as Sb-rich sinter films.

Sulphide pairs synthesised at 500 0 C and l kb from 
solutions doped with radioactive gold (Mironov and Geletiy 
1979) showed that in the pair pyrite/pyrrhotite, gold was 
incorporated into the pyrrhotite structure whereas it was 
displaced to the edges of pyrite grains during crystal 
growth. Dispersion of gold in the lattice was observed for 
chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and galena, but discrete 
micro-inclusions or surface spots (10 - 40 microns across) 
were formed in sphalerite. This may well explain the 
common visibility of gold with sphalerite and pyrite at 
grain boundaries.

Bancroft and Jean (1982) showed experimentally that 
pyrite, sphalerite, pyrrhotite and galena all rapidly 
plated with metallic gold at room temperature from 10 ppm 
solutions of KAuCl4. in modern hydrothermal systems 
(Weissberg et al. 1979), gold is being abstracted from 
dilute solutions at 260 0 C and ambient pressures. Pyrite at 
depth in these systems contains 30 mg kg~l Au.

Electrochemical properties of sulphide minerals 
(Sakharova 1968, Sakharova et al. 1975) and the 
microgalvanic systems, developed when mineral pairs react 
with gold solutions, provide a means of preferential 
deposition on sulphide minerals (Sakharova and Lobacheva 
1978). Pairs which favour greatest precipitation contain 
pyrite as the cathode. The amount of gold precipitated 
rises sympathetically with concentration; at constant 
concentration, the amount precipitated is proportional to 
the electrode potentials of the individual sulphides.
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There are several differing mechanisms which favour 
pyrite over other sulphides as a gold collector, and which 
make surfaces or fractures in pyrite a preferred site of 
deposition.

The low solubility of gold in the pyrite lattice 
(about 10 ppm) requires an alternative explanation of the 
very high assay values obtained from some pyrites 
(Fig. 43). The known affinity of gold for pyrite surfaces 
(e.g. Robert and Brown 1984) and for planar orientations 
within grains makes it more likely that gold is 
incorporated by microfine plating into the crystals, by 
virtue of the surface properties, as pyrite has surface 
properties that are highly variable with changes in 
temperature and crystallographic orientation (Smith 1942).

Pyrite is a semi-conductor, well known for its 
variable conductive properties (Smith 1942, Fischer and 
Miller 1956). In general, conductive properties reflect 
internal order in crystalline substances; in metals, 
increasing impurity produces changes in conduction type, 
with p-type conduction correlating strongly with lattice 
imperfection and disorder.

Closer examination of surface phenomena (Mironov et 
al. 1981) showed that pyrite displays differing degrees of 
gold adsorption which correlate with its semi-conductor 
properties. These properties in turn relate to purity, and 
perfection of the crystal lattice (Smith 1942). n-type 
conductivity is shown by coherent, well formed crystals. 
Impurities, commonly arsenic (Fig. 44, 45, 46), accompanied 
by lattice defects, induce p-type conductivity. Crystalsof 
this type are commonly multiple aggregates, porous 
textured, with a large surface area conferred by small 
grain size. Zoned crystals normally progress to an outer 
skin of p-type conductivity.

The greatest adsorption of gold is shown by pyrites 
which have mixed p- and n-type conductivites, which is 
consistent with the knowledge that in synthesized semi 
conductors, the greatest deposition of metals takes place 
at p-n junctions. These natural pyrites are inferred to 
have formed from rapidly varying fluid compositions, in 
which many and various available trace constituents 
contributed to their impurity and so changed their 
conductivities. Recent work (Springer, in progress) 
indicates that highly auriferous pyrites from Quebec and 
Ontario have p-type conductivity on cleavage surfaces, and 
that samples in which 40-6(^ p-type conductivity is
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Figure 45: Auriferous pyrites from Carlin Mine, 
Navada. The spheroidal aggregates of 
pyrite assay best for gold, euhedral 
crystals give lowest, and the rims 
intermediate values (from Wells and 
Mullens 1973; Hausen 1981).

Figure 46: Pyrite associated with gold, 
Agnico-Eagle Mine, Joutel, Quebec. 
Highest gold values are associated with 
phase A; C carries lesser gold values; 
B contains no visible gold (Barnett et 
al. 1982).
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recorded (that is about 50/50 p/n type) have the highest 
gold values.

Detailed mapping of conductivity on crushed separates 
shows that cleavage surfaces of highly auriferous pyrites 
show p-type and irregular breaks show n-type conductivity. 
There may be a patches of p-type on an otherwise n-type 
surface, or differing conductivities developed on different 
cleavage surfaces.

4. Summary

Reaction of fluids carrying sulphur and carbon species 
with mafic wallrock minerals induces formation of iron 
sulphides adjacent to quartz-carbonate veins formed during 
hydrothermal alteration by destruction of iron oxides and 
silicates. The sulphides are spatially restricted, and may 
pre-date or accompany the deposition of gold. Once formed, 
sulphides become active sites for precipitation of gold, 
even from dilute solutions where solubility is not 
exceeded.

The broad stability range of pyrite ensures that it is 
generally the most common sulphide present. Inherent 
surface properties of pyrite make it a prime scavenger of 
gold from solution. Gold may precipitate as pyrite forms, 
or be plated onto pre-existing sulphides.

The fixation of gold is partly a function of the 
surface characteristics of pyrite. The thermoelectric 
properties cannot be readily measured in the field, but the 
properties which affect conductivity produce changes in 
grain size and form which may be useful in identifying and 
therefore mapping Au-rich pyrite.

P-type pyrites are impure, with arsenic commonly 
substituting for sulphur. They are fine-grained and 
porous textured, or form skins on euhedral grains with 
n-type conductivity. It is notable that the Au-bearing 
pyrites from the Carlin and Agnico Eagle Mines (Fig. 45, 
46) have this form. The more euhedral forms are barren.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND MODEL

The complexity of Archean gold deposits is immediately 
apparent to geologists involved in exploration r mining and 
research. The previous sections have therefore emphasised 
the consistent similarities which can be documented:

1. Gold introduction was a relatively late event, post 
dating volcanism and some deformation.

2. Gold occurs in a consistent tectonic environment. 
Local structural conditions control siting of 
mineralization as a component of large scale 
deformation zones.

3. There is a common spatial zonation of a suite of 
alteration assemblages and associated metals.

4. There is a common association with a suite of felsic 
intrusions.

5. There appears to be a consistent age of mineralization 
throughout individual crustal blocks.

6. Gold deposition from a fluid of unique composition 
was aided by fluid-rock interaction.

This evidence strongly supports a single fundamental 
genetic process, and forms the basis for the integrated 
model which is presented. The essential test of such a 
model is that it can explain the high degree of local 
variability, and also common empirical consistencies. An 
important further consideration is the cause of gold 
precipitation; interesting, but not essential is a 
consideration of fluid and metal source and transportation 
mechanism.

IVa. MODEL (DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT)

1. Basic Requirements

Simply put, the basic requirements for the formation 
of a gold deposit are that gold precipitated from a large 
volume of hydrothermal fluid, of specific composition, 
derived from an external (deeper) source flowing through 
the depositional environment. Permeability generation for 
focussed fluid flow must be created by deformation as a 
component of a major structural system.

2. Local Variations

The manifestations of this basic process are largely 
influenced by the physical and chemical conditions in the 
depositional environment. The combinations of these 
variables permit a virtually infinite spectrum of local 
variations, but several more important variables can be 
identified:
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(i) Local lithology was most important, controlling both
physical response to deformation and chemical response
to fluids, 

(ii) Prevailing P-T conditions similarly affected response
to deformation and influenced chemical response, 

(iii) The fluid to rock ratio may have produced local
variations in response, but this is much less easily
quantif iable.

A generalized model has therefore been constructed 
based largely on the interaction of the first two 
parameters but acknowledging that in some instances fluid 
conditions may have been a dominating factor.

Figure 47 is a diagrammatic representation of a 
deformation zone on a regional scale. In the upper part of 
the system at lower prevailing temperatures, vein 
mineralization is predominant, as a function of 
lithological competency contrast and brittle failure, in 
many structural controlled sites; competency increase in 
inherently less competent units, such as mafic volcanics, 
may be achieved by pervasive carbonatization or 
silicification. Ductile deformation is dominant in regions 
of higher pressure and temperature, adjacent to batholiths 
intruded during the deformational event. If fluid pressure 
is adequate to offset normal stress, hydrofracturing and 
veining may be present in this regime. In the absence of 
open spaces in ductile zones, diffuse tabular mineralized 
bodies may develop within the deformed host rocks. With 
depth and temperature increase, the effect of competency 
contrast is minimized during ductile deformation and 
disseminated, foliation-parallel mineralization would be 
predicted to predominate although recorded examples of this 
type are rare.

Gold precipitation is in part a direct function of 
fluid-rock reaction in which original iron content appears 
to be important such that mafic volcanics, iron formation, 
and sulphide-rich units are preferred hosts. The exception 
is felsic intrusions, which have a lower iron content; 
they are, however, excellent conduits for fluid flow since 
they are prone to brittle failure, and exhibit 
carbonatization and sulphidation which aid gold 
precipitation. While is is probable that the hydrothermal 
fluid eventually discharged on surface (subareal or 
submarine), it is unlikely that its precipitate would be 
preserved. There is no evidence of volcanism or 
sedimentation following gold mineralization, or of 
subsequent folding, both of which would be necessary to 
protect surface deposits from subsequent erosion.
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The environment of gold deposition is characterized by 
consistent patterns of alteration involving systematic 
changes in the occurrence of secondary mineral assemblages 
with distance from the deposits. These systematic patterns 
manifest in a broadly similar manner from the scale of a 
camp down to that of an individual ore zone. Variations in 
this theme result primarily from lithological 
heterogeneity but also occur as a function of metamorphic 
grade and the nature of permeability.

This simplistic two dimensional representation cannot 
address all of the variables, but serves as a generalized 
working model. The extent to which fluid conditions 
affected these patterns cannot be represented in a two 
dimensional diagram, but at least two effects can be 
documented. Hydrofracturing can induce brittle failure in a 
ductile regime and strain softening (fluid induced) can 
induce ductile failure in a brittle regime. Available data 
do not permit assessment of the effect of superimposed 
fluid temperature in areas of high volume, focussed, 
hydrothermal fluid flow.

This theoretical simplicity is translated into a 
practical complexity within a single mining camp or even a 
single deposit. Figure 48 is a composite diagram of a 
gold system which demonsatrates the progressive, 
interactive processes. Permeabilities are generated by 
ductile, ductile-brittle and brittle deformation. 
Lithological heterogeneities strongly influence gold 
localization. The thermal influence of adjacent batholith 
emplacement affects the higher P - T segments of the 
system. Alteration is both extensive and intensive. This 
complexity is characteristic of larger dynamic systems, 
necessary to produce larger gold concentrations.
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IVb. CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF A GOLD-BEARING AREA

Gold mineralization is the product of a specialized 
tectonic event in the development of Archean crust and 
therefore many empirical features which are the product of 
that event can be identified:

- Stratigraphic units are transposed into approximate 
parallelism with the developing deformation zone and 
truncation of stratigraphic markers is common.

A deformation zone may induce juxtaposition of 
previously unrelated lithological packages. In 
instances where volcanic and sedimentary terrains are 
juxtaposed the interface may be misinterpreted as a 
"facies change".

The deformation zone contains fault rocks but these 
are only a component of the overall deformation style 
within the zone and they may not be the optimal ore 
host.

- Ductile deformation zones do not necessarily manifest 
as lineaments and therefore must be defined by careful 
mapping.

Lineaments are produced by brittle, often late, 
movement and are not necessarily coincident with the 
principal deformation zones.

- Alluvial-fluvial sediments consisting of distinctive
polymictic orthoconglomerates (Timiskaming type) are a 
product of rapid, possibly scarp, erosion in the 
developing deformation zone.

- The deformation zones contain magmatic rocks which are 
significantly younger than calc-alkaline volcanism. 
Their anomalous disposition indicates that the 
deformation zone influenced their emplacement. Felsic 
intrusions of a variety of sizes, shapes and 
composition, are very common; alkalic volcanic and 
intrusive rocks are present in some zones (e.g. 
Kirkland Lake and Shebandowan).

Alteration is indicative of hydrothermal fluid 
passage, but broad scale carbonatization is most 
commonly a precursor to very localized gold 
deposition.

Alteration directly associated with gold deposition 
(silicificatoon, sulphidation and alkali metasomatism) 
rarely forms a significantly broader halo than gold 
itself.
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Alteration expression is predominantly controlled by 
lithology.

Alteration expression is significantly different in 
terrains with mineralogy indicative of amphibolite 
grade metamorphism, as opposed to greenschist rocks.

Individual lithologies possess a unique response to 
fluid interaction; some are more favoured hosts when 
intersected by the hydrothermal system.

Mafic volcanics are a common host where prepared by 
carbonatization.

Iron formation commonly has a different physical 
response to deformation and also contains iron oxides 
which are chemically responsive to fluid interaction. 
Oxide facies iron formation, however, has inherently 
low background gold levels.

Felsic intrusions are a common host to quartz vein- 
related mineralization as a result of their more 
brittle response to deformation.

Sulphidation of iron oxides and silicates is virtually 
ubiquitous in gold deposits; sulphides are a preferred 
site for gold deposition.

As gold systems cut any precursor rock type, it is 
inevitable that they will cut exhalative units, some 
of which have anomalous background levels of base 
and/or precious metals. Sulphide exhalites, like iron 
formation, represent a preferred site for gold 
precipitation (possible examples include the Horne, 
Dumagami and Agnico Eagle deposits).

Similarly carbonaceous sediments, which may have 
background gold values up to hundreds of ppb, are only 
important ore hosts when transformed into 
semi-graphite by deformation and show evidence 
of superimposed hydrothermal activity. Given these 
conditions semi-graphite is an excellent collector of 
gold .

Cherts and tuffs are commonly described as ore host or 
ore-associated lithologies. As with other primary 
lithologies, these units would commonly be intersected 
by ore systems.

In several documented cases, "tuffs" and "cherts" have 
been demonstrated to be deformation and alteration
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products of pre-existing lithologies (e.g. Lavigne 
1983b, Durocher and Hugon 1983), with cherts 
representing the extreme stage of silicification and 
mylonitization. Where these structural-alteration 
units are preferred ore hosts, they manifest 
differently in different primary lithologies and 
therefore their distinction from primary stratigraphic 
units is necessary.

- Ore hosts commonly have a distinct composition which 
provides direct evidence of their presence; for 
example, at Hemlo the assumed "siliceous" host in 
places consists predominantly of microcline feldspar 
(Walford 1984, Valliant 1984).

Recognition and recording of these characteristic 
features is clearly an important component in exploration 
and, empirically, many have been recognized and applied 
over the years. However, once an area has been targeted on 
the basis of its structural setting, and exploration has 
been localized on the basis of alteration style, there are 
no easy answers to drill siting. There is, however, no 
substitute for comprehensive detailed mapping, covering all 
aspects of geology, with some emphasis on structural 
analysis. From the long list of empirical features two 
more general observations can be made:

1) In a relatively homogeneous lithological package, 
local heterogeneities may be a focus for gold deposition. 
Many examples of this can be cited including the "flow ore" 
basalt at Kerr Addison, the syenite plug at McBean (Larder 
Lake Break), the trondhjemite stock at Canadian Arrow, the 
high iron tholeiitic basalt at Owl Creek (Timmins camp), 
the crowded albite porphyry at Geraldton, the felsic dikes 
at Howey and Hasaga (Red Lake) and the iron formation at 
Opapimiskan Lake.

2) Sulphides are important in gold concentrations and 
their content should be recorded. This includes both 
precursor sulphides and also sulphides related to 
alteration in the gold system, but if possible the two 
should be distinguished; subtle disseminations of sulphide, 
in particular, should be consistently recorded. In 
addition, certain carbonate species are related to the gold 
system and can be distinguished by field staining 
techniques.
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IVc. TRANSPORTATION AND SOURCE

In perspective, gold concentrations are merely one 
product of the major tectonic culmination of Archean 
crustal development. With the exception of some dike 
intrusions, carbonatite magmatism and peripheral tectonism, 
the Superior Province has remained stable from the Early 
Proterozoic to the present.

The Archean volcanic stage was characterized by 
intermittent mobility; compressional isoclinal folding 
(Brisbin 1975), vertical gravity induced tectonics (Dixon 
and Summers 1983), and listric normal faulting (Hodgson 
1983b) have all been proposed. A drastic change in 
tectonic style took place during a specific short time 
period (in places within 25 m.y. of the last calc-alkaline 
volcanism). This episode is characterized by major felsic 
plutonism, large scale transcurrent faulting and thrusting 
and possibly granulitization of the lower crust. 
Consideration of source and transportation of gold which 
occurred during this event, must take place in the context 
of these major processes.

l. Transportation

The major deformation zones were clearly the conduits 
for fluid passage and also some magma ascent. They show 
remarkable consistency on all scales from Shield-wide 
(Fig. 49) to outcrop. The dominant east-west system shows 
right lateral translation while the northeast-southwest 
system shows left lateral translation (the vertical 
component is not defined). These are consistent, as a 
conjugate set, with compression from the north-northwest. 
Predominant orientations of major deformation zones are 
rotated 20-30 0 clockwise in the northwestern part of the 
Shield in Ontario. This is consistent with the evidence 
from radiometric dating that the northwestern block 
developed and stabilized independently from the block south 
of the English River metasedimentary gneiss belt.

In a solely compressional environment permeability 
would be suppressed. However, flexures in these systems, 
partly caused by lithological anisotropies, would produce 
local extensional regimes of enhanced permeability. 
Present day examples include the San Andreas and Bocono 
transcurrent systems (Fig. 50). The enhanced permeability 
created in these local extensional regimes are of variable 
scale, and might partly explain the irregular size and 
disposition of gold camps along the deformation zones. The 
surface expression of these extensional regimes would be 
pull-apart basins in which the unique conglomerate 
assemblage could be deposited (Fig.51).



Figure 49: Some major Archean transcurrent and 
thrust faults in the Superior Province 
(K.D. Card, Geologist, Geological 
Survey of Canada, Personal 
Communication, 1984).
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Figure 51: Schematic diagram of 
a pull-apart basin 
in a transcurrent fault 
(Adapted from Cromwell 
1974)
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2. Source

Comprehensive data are not available to conclusively 
define the source of the mineralizing fluid. The following 
discussion addresses one possible process, proposed by 
other researchers for late Archean crustal stabilization, 
which is consistent with the constraints imposed by the 
observations of the authors in the areas of gold 
concentration;

(i) Mineralization is dominated by CO2-charged
hydrothermal fluids which may evolve into fluids with 
a higher H 2O:CO2 ratio.

(ii) Light stable isotopic composition of the fluid 
suggests a lower crust or upper mantle source.

(iii) Hydrothermal fluids access upper levels of the crust 
via structurally induced conduits, that frequently 
have also been the locus for earlier felsic intrusive 
magmatism.

Several independent lines of research have led to the 
proposal that granulitization of the lower crust was 
affected by CO2 flushing from an extraneous source (e.g. 
Touret 1981, Newton et al. 1980). Many granulite terrains 
are depleted in Rb, H2O, U, Th, Cs, Li and SiO2 (Depalo et 
al. 1982) and Au (Sighinolfi and Santos 1976). Part of 
this suite of elements is relatively enriched in 
hydrothermally altered rock associated with gold 
mineralization in the Timmins area (Kerrich and Fryer 1979, 
Fyon and Crocket 1982, Davies et al. 1982). Newton et al. 
(1980, p.46) have estimated that granulitization of lower 
crustal amphibolitic gneisses containing l wt.% H2O would 
be caused by a volume of CO2 equivalent to approximately 
0.3 times the volume of rock being metamorphosed. They 
also present models accounting for observed features of 
granulite terrains, including associated felsic magmatism 
and introduction of CO2-bearing fluids (Newton et al. 
1980). We reproduce one of their models here for the 
purpose of discussion (Fig.52). They propose that a 
mantle-derived basaltic liquid ascends onto the lower crust 
and becomes saturated with CO2 and H2O. Such a magma 
releases a vapour with a CO2:H2O ratio of 0.9 at 10kb, a 
depth of 35km (Eggle 1974). CO2 flushing of lower crustal 
rocks is coeval with granulitization and partial melting to 
form a magma of alkalic, tonalitic or dioritic 
composition. The granulitization event releases additional 
H2O (from amphibole) during pyroxene formation. Magma and 
hydrothermal fluids (the original CO2 plus additional H2 Q ) 
rise toward surface, utilizing available conduits (Fig. 
53).



TONALITE tf PLUTONS Q ^

Figure 52: Model of crustal growth and granulite 
metamorphism - A granulite front 
develops from carbonic 
metamorphism caused by CO2 influx. 
Granulitic residue and tonalitic 
plutons invade the upper crust 
including greenstone belts (GSB)(Newton 
et al. 1980).
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The attraction of this model is its ability to provide 
a framework for many of the features of Archean gold 
deposits:

(i) the temporally constrained mineralization is post
calc-alkaline volcanism, associated with late Archean 
cratonic stabilization by granulitization;

(ii) the hydrothermal fluids are CO2-dominated, often 
evolving to H2 o-rich '

(iii)the felsic magma association in which many deposits
are temporally associated with alkaline magmatism and 
dioritic to granodiorite batholith emplacement.

In summary, this model is only a working hypothesis, a 
framework to be constantly modified as further geochemical 
information becomes available. This model presents the 
researcher in Archean gold geology with exciting challenges 
for the remainder of this decade.
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APPENDIX I: WORLDWIDE COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF ARCHEAN LODE GOLD DEPOSITS

GRADE/TONNAGE MAJOR ORE HOST MAJOR(REGIONAL) LOCAL 
[g/t 7 mill. LITHOLOGY (GIES) LITHOLOGY STRUCTURES STRUCTURES 

tonnes]

CANADA
Slave Province

Yel lowknife, N.W.T.
Con 7 Negus-Rycon 18.51 7 5.79 pillowed to mass- variably chloritic system of subpara- Intersecting brecc-

(15.09 7 1.72) ive basaltic flows to sericitic llel arcuate lated to schistose 
Giant 16.11 7 la.75 schists reverse faults, ie. concordant and

( 7.89 7 0.99) West Bay, Cam discordant shear
zones

Contwoyto Lake, N.W.T.
Lupin (13.71 7 3.09) argillite and cherty sulphide- offset syncline steeply plunging

greywacke clastic silicate BIF (meta- isoclinal drag 
sediments with some morphosed to garnet folds near apex of 
BIF grunerite gneiss) major fold

Superior Province 
Rice Lake, Man.

San Antonio 9.26 7 4.16

Lake of the Woods, Ont.
Duport Mine (10.63 7 1.81) ult

Red Lake, Ont.
Campbell Red Lake

Dickenson
(A.w. White Mi

sills over lain by 
felsic to inte 
mediate pyro 
clast ics

tuffaceous, feld 
spathic and lithic 
sediments with
minor basalt

ultramafic to maf 
ic basaltic flows 
with ultramafic

Diabase (gabbro) 
sill

schistose mafic 
and ultramafic 
flows

super imposed 
ant ic 1 i ne 7 sync 1 me

west limb of 
tight steeply 
dipping anticline

near -orthogonal 
fracture and shear 
zones, one set
subparallel to 
intrusive-sediment
contact

steep west dipping 
NNE trending 
reverse faulting

Geraldton, Ont.

Consolidated Mosher 

Hard Rock

Hemlo, Ont. 
Golden Giant

20.91 7
(21.26 7
16.46 7
(10.63 7

9.94 7

4.80 7
(3.43 7
4.11 7

6.17 7

(9.60 7

(12.34 7

8. 36
2.11)
4.56
2.75)

7.80

9.38
0.76)
2.46

1. 32

22.00)

7.62)

ultramafic and
mafic flows and
di f f ecent iated
sills intercalated
with epiclastic
sediments

ultramafic and
mafic flows and
felsic pyroclastic
rocks

greywacke and
siltstone clastic
sediments with

epiclastic to

sediments with
minor mafic flows

chemical sediments
(carbonate BIF)
and basalts

altered and
deformed mixed
volcanic schist

mag ne t i te- sulphide
BIF, feldspar
porphyry and minor

sheared and [nylon- 
it ized felsic
tufts

Cochenour-
Dickenson deform 
ation zone;
intense linear zone
of shearing and
myloni t izat ion

Flat Lake - Howey
Bay deformation
zone; major zone
of transcurrent
shear ing

Bankf ield-Tombi 11
dextral strike-
slip reverse fault

regional synclin 
al folding!?)

highly altered.
sheared and com 
plexly folded
zones

'Austin tuff ;
concordant highly
altered and shear 
ed zone

isoclinal Z-drag
folds, minor
shearing subpar- 
allel to sediment
contacts

concordant sheared 
horizon on limb of
steeply dipping
homocline

(5.83 7 39.28)



METAMORPHIC
GRADE

Epidote-
Amphibol i te

almandine
Greenschist
to staurolite
Amphibol i te

Greenschist

Amphibol i te

Greenschist
(CBL) to 
contact 
Amphibolite
(Dickenson)

middle
Amphibol i te

Greenschist

Greenschist
to middle l?)
Amphibol i te

OREBODY FORM i.
CONFIGURATION

dilatent drag folds
in the cores of
transecting shear
zones

stratiform layers
and lenses

simple to sinuous

in fracture/shear 
zones

localized in dila 
tent zones sub- 
parallel to main 
fault zone with 
increased mineral 
ization where
intersection of
felsic dykes occur 

series of en
echelon stratiform

fissure zone prox 
imal to high
degree of shear 
ing and folding

stratiform en
echelon lenses in
shear zone at
felsic/maf ic
contact

stratiform sheets
along lithologic 
contacts and in
vein shears

extensive contig 
uous stratiform
nor i zon

MINERALIZATION
TYPE

complex quartz
lenses en echelon
and subparallel to
f ol lat ion

disseminated in
bands parallel to
foliation

sheeted to stock-

rich concordant 
layers, commonly 
merge

vein systems par 
allel to oblique

folded (replace 
ment?) layers and
si 1 ica-f looded
pipes

disseminated in
sulphidic si 1 i-
ceous sheared tuff

simple unfolded
quartz veins and 
sulphide replace 
ments in BIF

disseminated with
pyrite in sheared
sericitic and
feldspathic tuffs

ASSOCIATED
MINERALS

ankerite
pyrite
arsenopyrite
stibnite
chalcopyrite
sphalerite
galena
scheelite
tourmaline

pyrrhotite
arsenopyrite
pyrite
magneti te
loellingite
chalcopyrite

pyr i te

arsenopyrite 
pyrite

i Imeni te

fuchsite

pyrite 
pyrrhotite 
arsenopyrite 
magnetite
scheel i te
tourmaline
fuchsite

pyr i te
magnetite
arsenopyr i te
pyrrhotite
car bona te

pyr i te
pyrrhotite 
arsenopyr i te
chalcopyrite
scheel i te
tou rma 1 i ne

pyr i te
arsenopyr i te
molybdeni te
bar i te
tourmal me
fuchsite
stibnite
realgar
telluridesl?)

WALL ROC K
ALTERATION

carbonatization
sericitization
chlor i tization
pyritization

none

carbonatization

ser icitizat ion 
pyritization

chloritization

sulphidat ion

epidotization

sil ici f icat ion 
chloritization 
spi 1 it izat ion

ser ici tization

Fe-carbona-
t izat ion 
sulphidat ion

ser ici t izat ion
si licif ication
hemat i zat ion
K-feldspath-
ization

LOCAL INTRUSIVES

granitoid
batholiths @ 265B
Ma

none

diabase, minor 
feldspar porphyry

Snowshoe Bay gran-

to concordant

dykes

stock @ 2718 Ma

Killala granitoid
batholith

Croll Lake granitoid

feldspar porphyry
dykes

feldspar, quartz-
feldspar porphyry
dykes

REFERENCES

12,13,17,40,47

13,32,49,94

13,33,42

1,42,42,54

13,24,25,42,63

42,44,53,59,60
68,80

69,72,73,106



APPENDIX I: WORLDWIDE COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF ARCHEAN LODE GOLD DEPOSITS [continued]

LOCATION 
[COUNTRY/Dist net/Mine]

Porcupine (Timmins), Ont.
Hollinger

Mcintyre

Coniaurum

Dome

Paymaster

Preston

Pamour (no.l)

Ha 11 no r (no. 2)

Matachewan, Ont.
Young-Davidson

Matachewan Consolidated

Kirkland Lake, Ont.
Lake Shore

Wright -Hargreaves

Teck-Hughes

Macassa

Sylvanite

Kirkland Lake

Larder Lake, Ont.
Kerr Addison

Detour Lake, Ont.
Detour Mine

GRADE/TONNAGE 
[g/t 7 mill, 

tonnes)

9.94 7 59.77

10.29 / 32.69 
(4.46 X 0.18)
8.57 X 4.05

9.26 X 37.04
(6.17 X 2.36)
7.20 X 5.09
(7.89 X 0.73)
8.57 X 5.70

3.77 X 24.28 
(2.74 X 1. 16)
13.37 X 3.84
(3.43 X 0.04)

3.43 X 5.56

3.43 X 3.29
(3.43 X 0.91)

17.49 X 15.08 
(14.40 X 0.27)
16.80 X 8.83

13.03 X 8.79

15.09 X 5.25
(16.80 X 1.26)
11.31 X 4.58

12.69 X 2.85

9.60 X 33.36 
(4.11 X 0.84)

(3.77 X 27 .40)

MAJOR 
LITHOLOGY (GIES)

massive to pillow 
ed basa 1 t/andesi te

clastic sediments
cut by felsic
sills

ultramafic through
pillowed mafic
flows and minor
felsic volcanics
overlain by clas 
tic sediments

intermediate to

surrounding coarse
clastic sediments

intermediate to
mafic flows and
tuffs overlain by 
coarse clastic
sediments cut by
and alkalic stock

coarse clastic

wacke and argill 
ite (minor BIF) ,
alkalic flows and
tuffs (trachyte)
intruded by a
composite alkalic
pluton; mafic
volcanics to the
north

mafic to ultra-

flow tuffs and 
overlying clastic
sediments

fine clastic sed 
iments and massive
to pi 1 lowed maf ic 
flows cut by sil 
iceous intrusives

ORE HOST 
LITHOLOGY

schistose to brec 
ciated mafic

lesser siliceous
porphyry

mafic volcanic
schists and carb 
onate conglomerate
with some felsic
stocks and alter 
ed equivalents

mafic volcanic

and conglomerate

trachytic syenite
porphyry and
breccia zones in 
basaltic flows and
tuffs

predominantly in 
the alkalic intru 
sive suite, but
found in clastic
sediments and vol 
canic rocks where
traversed by
structural elem 
ents

highly carbonated

'green carbonate'
of possible ultra-
maf ic af f mi ty

schistose and
highly altered
equivalents of 
basalt and felsic 
intrusives

MAJOR (REGIONAL)
STRUCTURES

Porcupine syncline
N of offset of

fault system by
Burrows-Benedict
fault

refolded south
limb of Porcupine
syncline along
offset Destor-
Porcupine fault
zone

truncated over-

north of Destor-
Porcupine fault
zone

tightly folded
overturned south
limb of syncline
along western 
extension of the

steeply folded to

trending sequence
north of major
Larder Lake 'break'
and traversed by
numerous subpara-
llel fault and
fracture zones

intersection of 
the Larder Lake

zone) with the
steeply east
pitching Spectacle
Lake anticline

none (?)

LOCAL
STRUCTURES

complex S-folds
within anticlinal
arch on north limb 
of Porcupine syn 
cline, offset by
Hollinger fault

penetrative
schistosity
thoughout result 
ing in elongation
of primary feat 
ures

contorted drag
folding and cross 
cutting shearing
near irregulari 
ties in the vol 
can i cX sediment
contact

conjugate fractur 
ing in syenite
intrusive emplaced
along volcanicX 
sediment contact

main Kirkland Lake 
' break ' ; a steeply
dipping reverse
fault accompanied
by many subparall-
el faults and
fissures; cut by
later cross and
oblique faulting

north-easterly 
fault splay off

break; gentle
open folds

E-W pinch and
swell linear shear 
Xfracture system



METAMORPHIC
GRADE

lower to
middle

lower

lower
Greensch ist

Greenschist

local ly Green 

ly developed

from intrus-
ives; low 
rank prehni te
p u m pe 1 1 y i 1 1:
to the north

upper Green 
schist to
lower Amphib-
oi ite

OREBODY FORM S
CONFIGURATION

vein systems run 
subparallel to
complex fold limbs 
generally near
lithologic contact

t^l ————— sT

complex contacts

differing compe- 
tancy

Tabular lenses
within shear zones
subparallel to
lithologic con 
tacts

tapering subvert-
ical cones local 
ized in opposite
ends of lenticular
syenite body

vein lodes or

parallel to and

subsidiary E-W 
trending fault-

zones

irregular lenses

heavily brecciated 
and altered rocks
along faults/shear
zones

variably oriented
crosscutting
stockwork of veins
within sub-concor 
dant shear zone

MINERALIZATION
TYPE

sinuous pinch and 
swell quartz veins

ated to folds and
in parallel en
echelon S-shaped
stringer zones

en echelon veins 
and stockworks

massive en echelon
quartz veins and
pervasive quartz
veinlets; minor
disseminated bands

fine hai r-like
fractures oriented
E-W parallel to
dominant cleavage

sheeted quartz

and breccia seams,

stringers gener 
ally concordant
with schistosity

stockworking in

and with dissem-

1 flow ore '

simple quartz-
carbonate-feldspar
veins variable

mage

ASSOCIATED
MINERALS

pyrite 
sphalerite

scheelite
anker ite

pyrite

ankeri e 
sphale ite 
*schee ite
fuchsi e
(*Pres on)

pyrrhotite
arsenopyrite
sphaler i te
pyrite
chalcocite

pyrite
chalcopyr i te
tourmaline
scheel ite
mol ybdeni te
magnet i te
hematite
fuchsite

pyr i te
chalcopyrite 
molybdenite

hemat i te 
graphite
galena 
sphalerite
bar ite
pyrrhot ite
dolomite
tourmal ine

pyrite 
chalcopyrite

sphalerite 
galena
tetrahedrite
scheel ite
f uchs ite

pyrite
pyrrhotite
chalcopyr i te
tellurides 
graphite
feldspar
phlogopite
act inol i te

WALLROCK
ALTERATION

tizat ion 
sericitization
pyritization

Fe-carbona- 

pyri tizat ion

silicification
ser ici tizat ion
pyr i tizat ion
chloritization

carbonatization
K- felspathiz-
ation
pyr 1 1 izat ion

carbonat i zat ion

hemat i zat i on

silicification

at ion 
se riel t i zat ion

carbonatization
K-feldspathiz-
ation

ser ici tizat ion
si licif ication
sulphidat ion

LOCAL INTRUSIVES REFERENCES

Pearl Lake (2688 13,15,27,31,41, 
Ma) and Millerton 42,46

quartz feldspar
porphyry stocks
and dykes and
minor albi t ite
dykes

Paymaster and 27,39,41,42,43, 
Preston quartz and 58,84 
quartz- feldspar

and dykes @ 2685 
Ma

none 10,42,77

E-W trending 13,21,71,86
porphyritic syenite
stock and dykes
spatially associated
with Cairo stock
S 2700 m. y.

syenite, augite 13,42,48,90,100
syenite and syenite 
porphyry composite

emplaced along the 
contact with the 
Kirkland Lake fault
@ 2685 Ma (Macassa)

quartz-feldspar 5,13,23,42,89 
porphyry dyke

Lake syenite stock

feldspar porphyry 66
plug and assoc 
iated felsic
dykes; diorite



APPENDIX I: WORLDWIDE COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF ARCHEAN LODE GOLD DEPOSITS [continued)

LOCATION 
[COUNTRYXDistrictXMinel

Duparquet, Que.
Beat t ie-Donchester

Joutel , Que.
Agnico-Eagle

Bousquet-East Cad i 1 lac , Que .
Doyon (Silverstack)

Bousquet Mine

Malartic, Que.
East Malartic

Malartic Goldfields

Barnet-Sladen

Canadian Malartic

Camf lo
(Malartic Hygrade)

Val d'Or, Que.
Lamaque

Sigma

Chi bougamau , Que.
Henderson

GRADEXTONNAGE 
Ig/t X mill, 

tonnes]

4.
(4.

6.
(6.

5.
(5. 
6.

(3.

4.
(3. 
5.

(6. 
4.

(2.
3.

(3.

6.
(4.

6.
(S.
5.

(6.

(1.
[1

11 X
46 X

51 X
86 X

83 X
14 X 
51 X
43 X

80 X
09 X 
83 X
17 X
46 X 
40 X
77 X
09 X

86 X
11 X

17 X
14 X
83 X
86 X

71 X
.67*

9.63
2.06)

2.62
1.07)

1.80
3.97) 
1.61
10.30)

18.09
0.96) 
8.96
0.14) 
8.85
0. 10)
9.92
0.27)

6.87
1.91)

23.99
0.46)
17.86
1.06)

5.91)
Cul

MAJOR 
LITHOLOGY (GIES)

pillowed mafic
flows and tuffs
overlain by clas 
tic sediments and
cut by alkalic 
intrusives

felsic pyroclastic
rocks and mafic
flows separated by
a thin unit of
chemical sediments
and graphitic
schist

mafic to felsic
tuffs, flows and 
volcanoclastic
sediments overlain

ments

ultramafic to
mafic flows and 
associated dior-
itic sills, clas 
tic sediments and
felsic porphyry
stocks

mafic flows and
tuffs with gabbro
sills overlain by
clastic sediments
with minor mag 
netite BIF

massive to pillow 
ed intermediate
to mafic flows and
associated pyro 
clastic rocks
intruded by a
multi-phase ton 
al i tic pluton

Dore Lake complex;
composite anortho-
sitic to gabbroic
intrusion

ORE HOST 
LITHOLOGY

bleached mafic
tuff breccia and
fractured porphy 
ritic syenite

sulphide, silicate
and carbonate
facies BIF (exhal 
ite)

mafic to felsic
ash-lapilli tuffs

garnetiferous
exhalites(?)

from east to west,
predominantly 
greywackes to
volcanicsXsills to
porphyries and 
talcose, siliceous
altered equivalents

predominantly in
intruding monzon 
ite porphyry
stock; and in
contact zone with
gabbro and BIF

intrusive plug ,
feldspar porphyry
dykes and contact
zones of basalt

anorthosite and
crosscutting felsic
dykes

MAJOR (REGIONAL) 
STRUCTURES

north limb of
overturned syn 
cline along the
east extension of

pine fault zone

south limb of west
to north-westerly
trending syncline

north flank of
southerly dipping

the Cadillac-
Bouzan fault zone

north of Cadillac-
Malartic break 
along limbs of
steeply plunging
synclinal struc 
ture

overturned north
limb of syncline.
north of main
Cadillac fault
zone

north of main
Cadi llac-Malartic
faultXshear zone;
major composite
irregular plug
with vein systems

major NNE to NE
striking faults;
intrusive complex
undergone anti 
formal folding
about an E-W axis

LOCAL
STRUCTURES

brecciated shearX
fracture zones
subparallel to
the porphyry

tension fractures.
minor drag
folding

none identified

S-shaped drag
folds transected 
by orthogonal E-W
and NW-SE fracture

shearing near the
main break

complex fracturing
and faulting tran 
secting the stock
subparallel to
long axis; drag
fold about stock

intense E-W trend 
ing subparallel
shear zones and
associated reverse
faults dip steeply
south and are con 
cordant with flowX
tuff contact zones;
associated frac-
tur ing

main and subsid 
iary shear zones



METAMORPHIC 
GRADE

Greenschist

Greenschist, 
flanked by 
Amphibolite

zones to int- 
rusives

lower to 
middle 
Greenschist

Greenschist

OREBODY FORM S, 
CONFIGURATION

concordant brecc 
iated zones and 
in shears cross 
cutting the tuff/

(stratabound?) 
lenticular wedge 
of intensely

stratiform massive 
to disseminated 
pyritic lenses

echelon

tabular lenses 
parallel with the 
main fracture/ 
shear zone and 
associated drag 
folds; proximal to

with the break

irregular zones 
of intense frac 
turing within the 
stock and along 
parallel sets of 
faults through 
the enclosing 
strata

ranging from
oblique sub-hori 
zontal ' flats ' and 
"dyke stringers' 
to subvertical

bodies parallel to 
main schistosity 
in cores of shear 
zones

MINERALIZATION 
TYPE

mainly breccias 
cut by quartz/ 
carbonate stock- 
works; also as

shear zones

disseminated with 
fine to coarse 
pyrite in layers 
and concordant

disseminated bands 
or laminae

intense quartz 
stockworking and 
brecciation of 
host rock; larger 
quartz veins en 
echelon in porphy-

pervasive quartz 
stringers and 
veinlets and 
microf ractures 
associated with 
pyrite

quartz-tourmal i ne

zones

(pyrite plus 
carbonate) ore; 
quartz-chalcopyri te 
veins in cross 
cutting subsidiary 
shears

ASSOCIATED 
MINERALS

pyrite 
arsenopyrite 
chalcopyrite 
galena

molybdenite

pyrite 
pyrrhotite 
magnetite 
chalcopyrite 
arsenopyrite 
sphalerite 
galena 
stilpnomelane 
biotite 
epidote

pyrite 
chalcopyrite 
tellurides 
sphalerite 
galena 
arsenopyrite 
tetrahedrite 
magnetite 
graphite 
spessartine

pyrite 
sphalerite 
galena 
chalcopyrite 
tellurides 
arsenopyrite 
tourmaline

pyrite 
scheelite 
tellurides 
fluorite 
carbonate

pyrite

carbonate

tel luride 
biotite 
pyrrhotite 
chalcopyrite 
galena 
sphalerite 
magnetite

pyrrhotite 
pyrite 
chalcopyrite 
sphalerite 
carbonate

WALLROCK 
ALTERATION

silicification 
(bleaching) 

feldspathiz 
ation

chloritization
pyritization

sericitization 
carbonatization 
chloritization

pyritization 
si licit ication

si licif ication 
pyritization

carbonatization

(fuchsite) 
tourmalini tiz- 
ation 
pyritization

albitization 
epidotization 
chloritization 
1 leucoxene'

LOCAL INTRUSIVES REFERENCES

lobate syenite 18,19,42 
porphyry stock and 
related feldspar 
porphyry dykes

gabbroic to dior- 6

granite plugs 
associated with 
flanking batholiths

Mooshla dioritic 35,96,97 
to tonalitic 
pluton and assoc 
iated quartz por 
phyry dykes

felsic porphyry 14,16,20,37,42, 
bodies localized 45 
in cores of drag 
folds ; variably 
sheared and brecc 
iated

chimney shaped 42,51,52,64 
monzonite stock 
intruded along 
the volcanic/ 
sediment contact

massive to por- 4,9,13,42,74, 
phyritic zoned 82,83,101

plug and cross 
cutting feldspar 
porphyry dykes; 
possible assoc 
iation with 
Bourlamaque bath- 
lith

Chibougamau granite 36,65 
pluton and many 
possibly associated 
felsic dykes; age 
poorly constrained 
@ 2330-2000 Ma



APPENDIX I: WORLDWIDE COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF ARCHEAN LODE GOLD DEPOSITS [continued]

LOCATION 
[COUNTRY/Disstrict/Mine)

GRADE/TONNAGE
[g/t S mill, 

tonnes]

MAJOR 
LITHOLOGY (GIES)

ORE HOST 
LITHOLOGY

MAJOR (REGIONAL) 
STRUCTURES

LOCAL 
STRUCTURES

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
South Dakota

Black Hills (Lead) 
Homestake 10.97 7 98.90 predominantly Homestake Fm; 

(7.54 7 15.89) clastic sediments sideroplesite 
including various quartz schist 
facies of BIF cut (BIF) 
by young (Tertiary) 
porphyries

regional (10x18 km) isoclinal folds 
doming; NNW faults about NNW axes and 

faults; refolding 
of earlier iso 
clines by cross 
shear folds

BRAZIL
Minas Gerais State

Quadrilatero Ferrifero
Morro Velho 15.43 7 14.99

(1962)
Raposos 9.60 7 3.50

(1962)
Total to 1973
13.37 7 23.69 
(10.29 710.29)
Prod. 529 kg.
yearly

Passagem de Mariana Prod, to 1973
44,788 kg.

AUSTRALIA
Murchison Province, WA

Mt. Magnet
Hill 50 (Water Tank) 13.10 7 3.22

St. George (Morning Star) 7.70 7 0.48
(7.95 7 1.11)

Eastern Goldfields
Kalgoor 1 ie
Golden Mile 12.60 7 94.51

Mt. Charlotte 4.11 7 10.23
(4.55 7 8.50)

chlorite and ser 
icite schists,
phyllites, various
coarse clastic
sediments and
quartz-carbonate 
(BIF) rock of the
Rio das Velhas
series uncorform-
ably overlain by
the Minas series of
sediments and BIF
( ' i tabir i tes ' )

ultramafic to mafic
flows and tuffs 
with interbedded
BIF

tholeiitic mafic
flows and a thick
mafic sill (doler 
ite) with internal
compositional lay 
ering from ultra-

in quartz-dolomite
and ankerite -
albite laminated
rocks, some of
which may be car 
bonate BIF

predominantly

Hill 50; altered
and schistose
basalt at St.
George

dolerite sill and
underlying mafic
flows

northwesterly
trending Rio das
Velhas uplift or
anticlinorium and
tight Vargem do
Lima syncline , the

depression;
regional doming re 
lated to batholith
em pi aceoien t

asymmetric folding

forms the over 
turned eastern
limb of a syn 
cline plunging
steeply south.
with smaller drag
and cross folds
plunging both N
and S

tight isoclinal
folding with flat
south plunge; sev 
eral major strike
faults modify
fold structures

superimposed
easterly plunging
aysymmetr ic and
isoclinal folds
and two prominent
cleavages obscured
by penetrative 
foliation; boudin 
age of tourmalin 
ite; drag folds
and disconcordant
shear/fracture zones

cross-faulting; NNE

faults with dex 
tral movement
crossed by ENE
and NNE striking
faults displaying
sinistral movement

tight syncline
offset by strat 
igraphy discordant
faults

mafic to quartz- 
rich granophyre, 
overlain by black

ambaIda 
Hunt Mine tholeiitic mafic carbonatized mafic 3 periods of fold- fualt zone sub-

and ultramafic 
flows and massive 
Fe-Ni-Cu sulphide 
ore

schist (after ing; 1. early iso- parallel to the 
basaltic flows) clinal, 2. open major NNW trend- 

upright trending ing fault system 
NNW (dominant set), located on SW 
3. open NE trend- flank of Kambalda 
ing phase includ- dome 
ing the Kambalda 
dome; NNW trending 
faults



METAMORPHIC 
GRADE

Amphibolite
facies in the
sediments

two phases;
stauroli te-
almandine
Amphibolite
followed by
retrograde
Greenschist

lower
Greenschist

lower
Am ph i bo 1 i te

OREBODY FORM k 
CONFIGURATION

folds and appar 
ently localized at
the intersection
of shears (cross
folds) and the
axial planes on 
one limb of earlier
isoclinal folds

stratiform flat-
tned gently
plunging pipes
and spindles of
BIF, deformed and
offset by shears/
fractures; also
narrow and sinuous
in shape

vein systems par 
allel to fault
planes within BIF
margins, especially
where proximal to
intrusive porphyry

George, folded to
planar steep veins
discordant and
parallel to faults

two types;
1. steeply dipping
quartz-sulphide
replacement lodes
along narrow
shear/ fractures
2. quartz stockwork
veins oriented E-W 
in tension fracture
and brecciation
zones associated
with oblique
faults

near vertical 2m.
veins subparallel
to main fracture/
shear zone arrang 
ed en echelon and
contra i ned by con-

mafics and massive
sulphides

MINERALIZATION 
TYPE

penci 1-like
replacements of 
the BIF

in part massive
sulphides - sul 
phide impregnations
and replacements
in siderite lamin 
ae, and inter-
digitized with
quartz, often
surrounding defor-

fine sulphide 
impregnations and
disseminations in
simple veins

disseminated fine
sulphides in
altered schistose
rock, well
lineated

disseminated par 
allel to foliation
with phyllosil-
icates and simple
veins richer near
massive sulphide

t t

ASSOCIATED 
MINERALS

pyrrhotite
pyrite 
arsenopyrite
galena
sphalerite
chalcopyrite
hematite
magnetite
gypsum

pyrrhotite
arsenopyrite
pyrite
chalcopyrite
tetrahedrite
bornite
sphalerite
stibnite
galena

pyrrhotite 
pyrite
Fe-carbonate
stibnite
arsenopyrite
tourmaline

pyrite
tellurides
chalcopyrite
arsenopyrite
tetrahedrite
stibnite
sphalerite
galena

pyrite
pentlandite
pyrrhotite
chalcopyrite
tellurides
biotite
chlorite 
tourmaline
ankerite

WALLROCK 
ALTERATION

chloritization

tization
amphibolitiz 
ation
biotitization
garnetization
albitization

sericitization
(fuchsite)

pyritization
albitization!?)
silicification
(?)

sulphidat ion 
chloritization
sericitization

silicification
Fe-carbona-
tization
chloritization
albitization
epidotization
biotitization
amphibolitiz-

ca r bona tization
si licif ication
albitization
biotitization
chloritization

LOCAL INTRUSIVES

Tertiary porphyries;

ther modification
to dynamically
emplaced Precambrian
mineralization

Engenheiro Correa
granite batholith
9 2500 Ma; diabase
dykes intruded
along shear zones
and believed to be
pre-ore and contem 
poraneous with
deformation

albite porphyry 
dykes

sodic porphyries

felsic porphyry
dykes

REFERENCES

13,85,87,102

13,28,67,92

13,34,57,103

13,34,93,103

8,34,75



APPENDIX I: WORLDWIDE COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF ARCHEAN LODE GOLD DEPOSITS [continued]

LOCATION 
ICOUNTRY/Distr ict7Mine]

Norseman
Mararoa-Crown

Princess Royal

INDIA
Mysore Plateau

Kolar Goldfields
Champion Reef 
(quartz lodes)

Oriental-McTaggart 
(quartz-sulphide lodes)

GRADE/TONNAGK MAJOR 
[g/t 7 mill. LITHOLOGY (GIES)

12.00 7 5.43 tholeiitic mafic
(15.00 7 0.50) flows and gabbro
22.97 7 1.61 sills with minor

interflow black
shales and BIF

22.97 7 23.34 'Kolar amphibolite 
(1937) series' of mafic 

pillowed flows
and sills with 
coarse clastic
sediments (poss 
ibly autoclastite 
porphyry)

ORE HOST 
LITHOLOGY

mafic flows and
quartz gabbro

and foliated 
am ph i bo 1 itized
rock essentially 
concordant with
stratigraphy

MAJOR (REGIONAL) 
STRUCTURES

north to northeast
trending upright
folds

possibly on east 
limb of major

synclinal fold; 
evidence incon 
clusive for recum 
bent anticline

LOCAL 
STRUCTURES

upright folding
and north striking
reverse faults
with E-W tension
veins crosscutting

dextral and sinis-

folds paralleled 
by sets of NW-SE
and NE-SW thrust 
faults

SOUTH AFRICA

Harberton Mountai

(12.20 7 1.06)

Murchison Belt 
Monarch Mine

ZIMBABWE (Rhodesia) 
Gwanda

Vubachickwe

Midlands Belt 
Kwekwe

(4.46 7 0.05)

ultramafic and
mafic schists and
altered (serpen- 
tinized) equival 
ents, and clastic
sediments and
hornfelses, partic 
ularly quartzites
(Moodie Gp. ) and
shales7greywacke
(Fig Tree Gp. )

ultramafic flows
and altered equiv 
alents such as
talc-carbonate and
si lica- carbonate
schists; chlorite
schists (magnesio-
pelites) and
quartz-ser ici te
schists

mafic and felsic
flows and tuffs

lesser ultramafic
flows, limestones
and BIF of the
Sebakwian Group

ultramafic complex
and intrusive 
si 1 Is and their
heavily altered
equivalents; form
a zoned complex
due to alteration
effects

laminated strat 
iform chert zones.

tic sediments and
lesser carbonatiz-
ed uLtramafics

major talc, carb 
onate and cherty
zones of schist 
ose rocks

predominantly in
cherty sulphide-

core of an alter 
ed zone of ultra-

breunerite marble
(magnesi t ic)

refolded series of
syncl ines (Lily,
Eureka , Vlundi ) 
separated by sub-
paral lei fault
systems; the Sheba
fault is strike
slip along a con 
formable zone of
concentric shearing

linear chlorite
and sericite
schist zone in
core of greenstone
belt

north limb of
westerly plunging
coaxially refolded 
synform

intrusion of
Rhodesdale granite

and a related
tongue of granite
to the west (res 
ulting in separ 
ation from Bulaway-
an greenstones)

tight isoclinal
folding on limb
of major fold; 
shearing in limbs
of parasitic folds

'Antimony Line';
strong zone of
alteration possi-
bily localized in
shear zone

homoclinal sequ 
ence with apparent
remnant folding 
and boudinage of
conformable BIF
horizons with axes
parallel to that
of the regional
fold

birbi r 1 1 ic ( highly
carbonated and

with strong devel 
opment of schist 
osity



METAMORPHIC 
GRADE

regional
epidote-
amphibolite
retrograded
to middle
greenschist
in mine area

Amphibole te
to epidote- 
amphibolite
facies with
a possible
superimposed
retrograde
Greenschist

middle to
upper 
Greenschist

middle
Greenschist

Greenschist

Greenschist
l?)

OREBODV FORM f. 
CONFIGURATION

generally tabular
lenses located
in sub-horizontal
sections of frac 
ture/shear zones

quartz and quartz-
sulphide tabular 
lodes concordant
along massive to
schistose rock
contacts and
arranged en eche 
lon in dilatent

of superimposed
faulting and cross-
folding

steeply plunging 
tabular zones, 
folded and within

also lodes within

to fold Imbs

tabular to
lenticular lodes
steeply pitching
and dipping para 
llel to the ' line'

stratiform lenses
presumably on one
stratigraphic
level of BIF and
argillaceous sul 
phide rich sedi 
ments; locally
deformed

vein systems
( ' reefs ' ) local-
i ed in shears
p rallol to folia-
a ion and in the
c re of the altered 
z ne

MINERALIZATION 
TYPE

1. laminated,
schistose quartz
and mafic rock
and massive quartz
pods, 2. replace 
ment of folded or
brecciated BIF in
sulphide lodes

en echelon, shear-

stringers and
lenses traversing
highly sheared and
recrystallized
schists; variably
sulphidic

interlayered 
sulphide-rich 
bands or laminae 
parallel to 
foliation; also

stockwork systems
in brecciated
zones ('crackle
breccia') at Sheba

'reefs' of massive
to disseminated
Sb minerals and
massive breccia
zones

interlayers and
lenticular planar
masses with
disseminated sul-
hides (mainly
arsenopyrite)

white quartz veins
and stringers;
simple morphology

ASSOCIATED 
MINERALS

pyrite
pyrrhotite
sphalerite
galena
scheelite
tourmaline
tellurides
ankerite
sericite
fuchsite

pyrrhotite

galena
pyrite
scheelite
magnetite
diopside
biotite 
tourmaline
graphite

pyrrhotite 
pyrite 
tourmaline 
topaz
chalcopyrite 
pentlandite

stibnite
berthierite
arsenopyrite
pyrite
tetrahedrite
ullmani te
gersdorffite
scheelite '

arsenopyrite
pyrrhotite
chert
ankerite
magnetite
tremolite
chlorite

stibnite
pyrite
fuchsite
Mg-carbonate

WALLROCK 
ALTERATION

desilicif ica-
tion
biotitization
pyritization
carbonatization

biotitization

epidotization;
extreme
recrystalliz 
ation in
shear zones

carbonatization

carbonatization
si licit ication

sulphidation
(?)

carbonatization
serpentiniz 
ation
sericitization
(fuchsite)

pyritization

LOCAL INTRUSIVBS REFERENCES

albite porphyries 34,38,103

none documented aa 11,13,22,26,70,
such; 'Champion' 78 
gneiss may be a
sheared porphyry
(also termed con 
glomerate) ; flanked
by granitic bath-
oliths

granitoid pluton

none identified 7,13,99

irregular to con- 3, 13, 29, 3D
cordant dolerite
sills; basal felsic
unit is also termed
a quartz-feldspar
porphyroids and
may represent the
equivalent of a
sub- volcanic

intrusion

heavily carbonated 3,99
crosscutting dyke
of 'porphyrite' in
close association
with mineralization



APPENDIX I: WORLDWIDE COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF ARCHEAN LODE GOLD DEPOSITS [continued]

LOCATION 
(COUNT R Y/Dist r i ct /Mine )

ZAIRE 
Kilo

Moto

GRADE/TONNAGE 
[g/t f mill, 

tonnes)

83,514 kg. 

68,957 kg.

Total of 
10.97 i 13.93

MAJOR 
LITHOLOGY (GIES)

foliated and heav 
ily schistose 
amphibolites and 
ovetlying phyll-

variably siliceous 
to calcareous

magnetite 'itabir- 
ites 1 (BIF)

ORE HOST 
LITHOLOGY

predominantly 
sheared Kibalien 
rocks, but all 
rocks mineralized;

itabirites, graph 
itic schists and

Moto

MAJOR (REGIONAL) 
STRUCTURES

large scale low 
angle thrust 
faulting of Kibal-

gential features) 
and associated

LOCAL 
STRUCTURES

young rift fault 
ing and fracturing 
resulting in con 
siderable offset
(radial features)

TANZANIA
Lake Victoria Goldfields

Kiabakari

5.82 f 4.99 
29,237 kg. 
11,819 kg.

8,789 kg.

massive pillowed 
mafic volcanics 
intercalated to 
wards the top of 
the sequence with 
felsic tuffs, 
clastic (pelitic) 
sediments and BIF

folded, deformed 
BIF (' ironstone') 
and associated, 
intercalated felsic 
tuffs

regional doming; 
NE-SW rift zones

gentle drag fold 
ing; subparallel 
discordant shear 
zones localized 
along greenstone-

GHANA
Akanko-Agogo Belt

Prestea
and tuffs with 

11.31 ,/ 0.91 minor clastic sed-

predominant ly cla 
stic sediments and 
metamorphosed equi 
valents (Upper and 
Lower Birimian)

schistose, 
sheared alt 
rocks in th

highly 
e red 
e Upper

contact zone

fault zone along 
which mineraliza-

intruded by

related 
break ai 
me n t of 
bodies ;

to main 
id emplace- 
grani tic 
discordant
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GRADE
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Amphibolite
facies
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OREBODY FORM S 
CONFIGURATION

vein systems loc 
ated in fracture/
shear zones sub-
parallel to the
K i bali en/basement 
contact zone, and
intrusive contacts

vertical albitite
lodes; lenticular
sulphide bodies
concordant with
enclosing strata

"quartz reefs' or
concordant tabular
lenses near the
BIF/volcanic tuff
contact zone, and
as steeply dipping
vein systems in
shears

MINERALIZATION
TYPE

massive grey-white
quartz veins, var 
iably fractured,
offset and brecci 
ated with aurifer 
ous sulphides ex 
tending into wall

phide impregna 
tions concordant
with foliation in
itabirites

disseminated auri 
ferous sulphide
impregnations in
bands and within
en echelon simple
veins

ASSOCIATED WALLROCK LOCAL INTRUSIVES REFERENCES 
MINERALS ALTERATION

pyrite carbonatization granitic to tonal- 55,56,104,106
pyrrhotite silicification itic batholiths in
magnetite albitization fault contact and
ankerite in complex intrus-

tourmaline greenstones
apatite

pyrite silicification none documented 98
pyrrhotite sulphidation
chalcopyrite
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Appendix 2
Geological Map of Canada (courtesy of 

Geological Survey of Canada)
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